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Quick support

If you have any questions about this product regarding commissioning, 
handling or technical service - feel free to contact us. We will support 
you directly, quickly and of course free of charge with our experience 
and product knowledge.

Please contact our service center in Ratingen, Germany,

for US Service Ventura, California

Please help us by providing this information about the device, if Please help us by providing this information about the device, if 
possible:possible:

  �� Product modelProduct model

  �� Product serial numberProduct serial number

  �� M&C order or invoice numberM&C order or invoice number

 � Germany service center:

+49 2102 935 - 888
service@mc-techgroup.com

 � US service:

+1 805-654-6970
info-usa@mc-techgroup.com

In addition, we are continuously working on providing further 
assistance for many of our products online on our webpage:

 � www.mc-techgroup.com
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2 Important safety information

Read this important safety information carefully before installing the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4. 
Follow these safety precautions during commissioning, start-up and regular operation.

2.1  Intended use 

This GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 gas analyzer is intended for use in general purpose areas 
(non-hazardous environments). It may only be operated in compliance with the informa-
tion on page 26 chapter 'Technical data basic instrument' . Particularly you must meet 
the requirements of the ambient temperature and characteristics.

Do not use this product for any other purpose. Improper use and handling can create 
hazards and cause damage. For more information, please refer to the safety information in 
this instruction manual.

2.2 Personal safety

Read this instruction manual carefully before commissioning and operating the device. If 
you have any questions regarding the product or the application, please don’t hesitate to 
contact M&C or an M&C authorized distributor. 

Follow all instructions and warnings closely.

The product described in this instruction manual has been built and tested in our produc-
tion facility. All analyzers are packed to be shipped safely. To ensure the safe operation and 
to maintain the safe condition, all instructions and regulations stated in this manual need 
to be followed. 

This instruction manual includes all information regarding proper transportation, storage, 
installation, operation and maintenance of this product by qualified personnel.

2.3 Warning signs and definitions

DANGER DANGER indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will 
result in death or serious injury.

WARNING WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could 
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could 
result in minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE NOTICE is used to address practices not related to physical injury.

Beispiel-Einsatzgebiete

Die M&C Gasentnahmesonde SP-180 wird bei der kontinuierlichen Gasentnahme für 
analytische Messungen eingesetzt und ist für folgende Bedignungen optimiert:

 � Staubbeladungen bis 1g/m³

 � Betriebsdruck bis max. 6 bar abs.

 � Temperaturen bis max. 600 °C 

 � hohe Gasfeuchte

Dabei entsteht durch die kompakte Bauform nur ein geringer Platzbedarf. Außerdem 
kann die Gasentnahmesonde mit neuartiger Schutzhaube zur Montage im Freien ver-
wendet werden.

Beispiel- Wirkungsweise

Auf das Entnahmerohr montiert erfolgt in der SP-180 zunächst eine Feinstaubfiltration 
unmittelbar am Entnahmepunkt. Zusätzlich sorgt die integrierte Beheizung für eine 
Taupunktüberwachung.

Zur Anbindung einer (beheizten) Abgangsleitung in Richtung der Analyseinstrumentie-
rung besitzt die SP-180 geeignete mechanische und thermisch isolierte Aufnahmen.

Beispiel- Vorteile bei M&C

Die Konstruktion der Sonden ist auf einfache Montage, sicheren Betrieb und problem-
lose Wartung  ausgerichtet. Folgende Vorteile stehen dabei im Mittelpunkt:

 � Gasentnahme bei staubbeladenen Prozessen

 � geringes Volumen, schnelle Ansprechzeit

 � einfacher Filterelementwechsel ohne Werkzeug und ohne Demontage der 
Entnahmeleitung

 � einfaches Reinigen des Filterraumes 

 � Reinigen des Entnahmerohres ohne Demontage der Sonde

 � selbstregulierende elektrische Beheizung mit Unter temperatur-Alarmkontakt 
und Entnahmerohre bzw. Vorfilter optional

 � Standardmäßig mit Kalibriergasanschluss

Bei der M&C-Entnahmesonde SP-180 erfolgt bereits unmittelbar am Entnahmepunkt 
eine Feinstaubfiltration. Hierdurch wird ein Teil der notwendigen Wartung eines Sys-
tems auf einen Punkt konzentriert. Diese Filtertechnologie hat den großen Vorteil, dass 
Staubgemische aus Grob- wie Feinststäuben besser zurück gehalten werden, verbun-
den mit geringstem Wartungsaufwand.

Zusätzlich wird der Einsatz aller M&C-Filterelemente (Werkstoffe, Filterfeinheiten) mög-
lich. Die neuartige Silikonisolierung ermöglicht zudem eine optimale thermische 
Isolierung.

Weitere Hinweise zu interessanten Besonderheiten finden Sie in unserem 
Produktdatenblatt. 

Alle M&C-Sicherheits-Signalzeichen siehe: 

\\mc-fs1\Dokumentation\0300_Templates\MuC_Icons\

MuC_Icons_as_Manual_Templates.indd

Nur zutreffendes Übernehmen

1 About this instruction manual

Welcome to the M&C instruction manual. The goal of this document is to give a broad 
overview of the main functions of the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4. It will help you to get started 
with using the GenTwo® analyzer.

If you have any questions about this instruction manual, please contact M&C or one of our 
official distributors. 

Document:  Instruction Manual EN for GenTwo® Multigas V2.4

Version:   1.02.03

Software Version: Starting at 2.24

Release date:  02.2024

Copyright:  © 2024 M&C TechGroup

Published by:  M&C TechGroup Germany GmbH, Rehhecke 79

   40885 Ratingen, Deutschland

This instruction manual does not claim to be complete and it may be subject to technical 
modifications. We appreciate any feedback you may have to this document .

Any copy of this document or of its content is not allowed without explicit approval of 
M&C.

The German instruction manual is the original instruction manual.

With the release of this version all older manual versions will no longer be valid.

Registered trademarks

GenTwo® is a registered trademark of M&C Techgroup Germany GmbH.

Viton® is a registered trademark of Dupont Performance Elastomers L.L.C.

ULTRA.sens®

INFRA.sens® 

ULTRA.sens® and INFRA.sens® are trademarks of Wi.Tec - Sensorik 
GmbH
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Toxic! Acute toxicity (oral, dermal, inhalation)! Toxic when in contact with 
skin, swallowed or inhaled.

High 
Voltage! Caution, risk of electric shock!

Hazardous 
Gas!

Hazardous and toxic gas! Do not inhale! Observe the labeling accord-
ing to the operator risk assessment on the device/cabinet/container/
system.

Corrosive! These substances destroy living tissue and equipment upon contact.
Do not breathe vapors; avoid contact with skin and eyes.

Hot surface! Contact may cause burn! Do not touch!

Qualified 
personnel

“Qualified personnel” are experts who are familiar with the installa-
tion, mounting, commissioning and operation of these types of 
products.

Wear safety 
glasses!

Protect your eyes while working with chemicals or sharp objects. 
Wear safety glasses to avoid getting something in your eyes.

Safety 
Gloves! Put on safety gloves for your protection.

Disconnect 
device from 
mains!

Disconnect the device from the mains. In addition to the mains 
voltage lines, this may also affect signal lines. In addition, measures 
against restarting and grounding may be necessary. 

Wear protec-
tive clothes!

Working with chemicals, sharp objects or extremely high temperatu-
res requires wearing protective clothes.

Use foot 
protection! Use foot protection when working with heavy objects.
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Use safety 
helmet and 
full protecti-
ve goggles!

Use head and eye protection when working with heavy objects.

Note  “Note” indicates important information relating to the product or 
highlights parts of the documentation for special attention.

Do you need 
help? Please contact M&C!

2.4 Safety instructions

Follow these safety directions and instructions regarding installation, commissioning and 
operation of the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4.

Qualified 
personnel

All work on M&C components is only to be carried out by instructed 
and authorized personnel. Please be sure to observe recognized rules 
of technology and locally applicable regulations for personal safety. 

Install the device only in protected areas, sheltered from sun, rain and moisture. 

Operate the device only in the permitted temperature and pressure ranges. For details 
please refer to the technical data on page 26 chapter 'Technical data basic instrument' .

Don‘t repair or maintain this product without M&C‘s specific maintenance- and service 
instructions.

When replacing parts, use only original M&C spare parts.

Disconnect 
device from 
mains!

If there is any  indication that safe operation of the 
GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 is no longer possible, turn off the power and 
disconnect the device from the power supply immediately. 

Then protect the defective device against accidental switch-on and mark it clearly as 
defective.
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2.5 Working on electrical and electronic devices

Only qualified and authorized personnel are permitted to work on equipment which op-
erates on 115 or 230 V AC supply voltage. Observe the generally accepted engineering 
standards and all of your national and local regulations.

Note Before connecting the device, please make sure that the supply 
voltage matches the specified voltage on the product label. 

High 
Voltage! 

Protect yourself and others against damages which might be caused 
by high voltages. Disconnect the power supply before opening the 
device for access. Make sure that all external power supplies are 
disconnected.

Make sure to take appropriate precautions even by working on unplugged or low-voltage 
devices. Unplugged devices need to be properly grounded to prevent damage to internal 
electronics from electrostatic discharges (ESD).

2.6 Not certified in hazardous areas

This device is NOT certified to be installed or operated in hazardous areas. 

WARNING
Explosion hazard!
For general purpose areas ONLY. Don’t use the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 
in hazardous areas.
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3 Introduction

Congratulations on your purchase of the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 analyzer. We know from 
experience that you surely will enjoy this reliable and durable M&C product. 

M&C is one of the premium and performance-driven companies in the business. With this 
in mind, our customers benefit from a number of significant advantages. We offer proven, 
durable and advanced products and solutions. We have listened to our customers needs, 
when designing our products, allowing M&C to provide premium products at a compara-
tively lower cost over the entire life cycle. 

Our products and special systems are designed and tested in our own facilities by our 
highly skilled staff that are always quality-oriented. We carefully package our goods and 
send them to our customers worldwide.

With our 30-years of experience in customer specific solutions for almost 30 different in-
dustries and applications, it is our goal to supply you with an excellent product. Our prod-
ucts offer fast commissioning, safe and reliable day-to-day operation and low 
maintenance.

We expect that our products fully meet your expectations. If you have any question re-
garding the product or the application, please don’t hesitate to contact M&C or your M&C 
authorized distributor. Our service does not end with delivery of the products.

Thanks again for your purchase.

We appreciate your business.
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4 Product overview

The Multigas Analyzer of the GenTwo® series is suitable for continuous measurements of 
gases in gas mixtures.

Areas of application are in particular combustion control, process optimization in a wide 
variety of industries, inertization monitoring, environmental protection or laboratory mea-
surements, each in non-explosive environments.

The Multigas Analyzer is characterized by its modular design and innovative navigation 
concept. This enables fast intuitive understanding and adaptation of the analyzer to a 
wide variety of applications. Display and functions can be set according to the operator’s 
requirements, for example language, measuring ranges, physical units, application-related 
designations.

The basic design of the analyzer is mounted in a 19" rack or wall-mount housing and is 
connected using FKM (Viton®) tubing. As an option, the internal gas paths can be ordered 
in PTFE or stainless steel. All device variants have a wide-range power supply, a resistive 7" 
color touch display and can be equipped with up to 6 measuring channels/sensors incl. 
the corresponding sensor and I/O electronics. Pressure transducers are used for process 
pressure compensation and flow monitoring. Depending on the sensor type, temperature 
monitoring is available.  

For NDIR benches, humidity compensation can be built in if necessary.

Each measured value is available as mA signal. The Multigas Analyzer offers status and 
alarm outputs as well as two freely programmable limit values per measuring channel. All 
measured values are provided via the Modbus and AK communication protocol on the 
Ethernet port.  A special feature is the integrated data logger function for time-resolved 
display and long-term recording of measurement, warning and alarm messages. The Mul-
tigas Analyzer offers the user convenient calibration functions for zero point and full scale 
calibration.

4.1 Sensor overview

 � Paramagnetic oxygen sensor PMA2

The M&C oxygen transducer uses the paramagnetic properties of oxygen. The compact 
design of the transducer and the small measuring cell offers short response times and a 
long service life.

The dumbbell principle implemented here represents a physical, wear-free and proven 
measuring method. It is suitable for low-drift, long-term stable measurements in the range 
from 0 to 100 vol% or for purity measurements with suppressed zero point.
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 � Electrochemical oxygen sensor

This compact, fast-response, long-life sensor measures the oxygen content in a gas mix-
ture, typically up to 25 vol% over an electrochemically generated voltage. The electro-
chemical oxygen sensor is CO2-resistant.

 � Electrochemical H2S- sensor

This compact sensor is available for different hydrogen sulfide concentrations from 50 to 
10,000 ppm.

 � Thermal conductivity detector (TCD)

This type of sensor uses the thermal properties of gases. In the design implemented here, 
the thermal conductivity of hydrogen in a binary gas mixture is used to determine the H2 
concentration.

 � NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS photometers

With this technique, the concentration of multiatomic gases, i.e. molecules with perma-
nent or induced electrical dipole moment, can be determined.

For the measurement of nitrogen monoxide (NO), the UV resonance absorption method is 
used. In contrast to the LED-based UV measuring benches, the UVRAS uses an elec-
trode-free UV discharge lamp (EDL). The measuring cells are available in various lengths for 
different measuring ranges.

The measuring benches realized here are robust and do not require any moving parts. Up 
to three gases can be measured using one bench. In addition, the three basic measuring 
principles can be combined on one bench.

A temperature compensation at zero and end point is standard. If required, additional 
water vapor compensation can be added using a capacitive humidity sensor for NDIR 
measurements.

For increased stability of the measurement, the measurement benches can be installed in 
a thermobox heated to a temperature between 45 and 50 °C [113 and 122 °F]. An optional 
AutoZero- module for automatic cyclic zero adjustment is available.
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5 Receiving the analyzer

CAUTION
Wall-mount housing: Heavy device!
Risk of injury when handling heavy equipment.
Do not lift, move or carry the device without help. A second person is 
required to lift, move or carry the device.

The GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 is usually delivered in one package. You will find the following 
items in the box:

 � GenTwo® Multigas V2.4

 � Instruction Manual

 � Rack-housing: power cord (3 x 1.5 mm2 wires) with 3-pin IEC plug and Schuko 
plug

 � Wall-mount housing: snap ferrite for interference suppression of the RJ45 
network cable (place snap ferrite close to the wall-mount housing onto the 
network cable)

 � Digital/analog connectors (depending on your order)

Note Please note, that there are no materials or tools included in the 
package you might need for assembly or installation.

5.1 Rack-housing: warning symbols and product label

The product label with the serial number is located on the back of the table-top/rack-hous-
ing. Please refer to this serial number if you have any questions about your device or if you 
need to order spare parts. Thanks for your help!

Fig. 1: Warning symbols and product label on the back

1 Product label 2 Warning symbol regarding high voltage at the relays
3 Label: max. gas pressure: Atm. 
±200 mbar

4 Warning symbol regarding max. gas pressure at the 
sample gas in and outlets, and regarding hazardous gases 
according to hazard assessment 

1

4

3

2
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5.2 Wall-mount housing: warning symbols and product label

C:\VaultWorkspace\Inventor\Projekte\007_Konverter_Analysatoren\007_02_Analysatoren\2507_GenTWO.4_Tisch_Rack\Präsentationen\2508-2.01.0INTERN-, G2.4KN im Wandgehäuse, Zusammenbau für Doku.idw
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Fig. 2: Product label on the side of the wall-mount housing

1 Product label

C:\VaultWorkspace\Inventor\Projekte\007_Konverter_Analysatoren\007_02_Analysatoren\2507_GenTWO.4_Tisch_Rack\Präsentationen\2508-2.01.0INTERN-, G2.4KN im Wandgehäuse, Zusammenbau für Doku.idw
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Fig. 3: Warning symbol at the bottom of the wall-mount housing

1 Label: max. gas pressure: Atm. 
±200 mbar

2 Warning symbol regarding max. gas pressure at the 
sample gas in and outlets, and regarding hazardous 
gases according to hazard assessment

1

1

2
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Fig. 4: Warning symbols inside wall-mount housing

1 Warning symbol regarding high voltage at 
the mains supply voltage connection

2 Warning symbol regarding relays switching 
high voltage under the protective cover 

Fig. 5: Warning symbol close to the relay connections (cover removed)

1 Warning symbol regarding relays switching high voltage

1

2

1
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6 Measuring principles

Depending on the configuration of the analyzer, there may be more than one measuring 
principle in use. 

Note The configuration of the device is shown on the type plate.

6.1 Paramagnetic oxygen sensor (PMA2)

With this sensor the concentration of oxygen (O2) can be determined. The measuring prin-
ciple uses the magnetic properties of gases. Oxygen is characterised by a significant para-
magnetic behaviour. Most other gases compared to oxygen show a paramagnetic be-
haviour reduced by several orders of magnitude combined with a diamagnetic behaviour. 
The molecules of oxygen are thus most strongly influenced by magnetic fields.

The measuring cell consists of two hollow spheres filled with nitrogen, which are formed 
into a dumbbell. In the center of rotation of the dumbbell is a small mirror as part of the 
optical scanning system. The dumbbell is surrounded by a wire loop, which is needed to 
generate a compensation magnetic field. The dumbbell system is fixed rotationally sym-
metrically in a glass tube with a platinum strap and screwed to two pole pieces. Two per-
manent magnets generate an inhomogeneous magnetic field in the zero position of the 
dumbbell. If there is oxygen in the sample gas, it is pulled into the area between the mag-
netic pole pieces and tries to displace the dumbbell from the zero position. This is coun-
teracted by a current through the loop wire and the resulting compensating magnetic 
field. The dumbbell thus remains in its zero position, the compensation current applied 
represents the measurement signal.

This wear-free physical measuring principle is linear, low-drift and long-term stable. It is 
largely selective to oxygen, and only notable cross-sensitive to nitrogen oxides. All 
cross-sensitivity correction values can be taken from a table.

6.1.1 Technical data GenX Sensor PMA2

GenX Sensor PMA2 and sensor environments
PMA2 HL, thermostatted to 55 °C incl. preheat-
ing loop

10A4010

PMA2 HL-F01, thermostatted to 55 °C incl. 
pre-heating loop, Drift and noise tested accord-
ing to EN 50399 Annex E.2, for gas paths in 
Viton® tubing only

10A4140

PMA2 HD, thermostatted to 55 °C 10A4015
PMA2 HDC with chlorine-resistant measuring 
cell, thermostatted to 55 °C

10A4025

PMA2 HDS with solvent resistant measuring cell, 
thermostatted to 55 °C

10A4035

PMA2 NL, incl. preheating loop, not 
thermostatted

10A4110
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GenX Sensor PMA2 and sensor environments
PMA2 ND, not thermostatted 10A4115
GenX sensor environm. O2 PMA2 VI for gas paths 
in Viton® tubing

08A2730

GenX sensor environm. O2 PMA2 PT for gas 
paths in PTFE tubing

08A2740

GenX sensor environm. O2 PMA2 SS for gas 
paths with  stainless steel tubing

08A2750

Gas measured O2      
Measuring ranges (min./max. range) 0-1/0-100 vol%
Limit of detection (LOD)* Up to 0.02 vol%
Response time for 90 % FSD** <3 s at 60 Nl/h
Noise ≤ 0.2 % of full scale value or better
Linearity error < ±0.1 vol%
Reproducibility deviation* < ±0.01 vol%
Accuracy after calibration* ±1 % of full scale value or 0.02 vol% O2, 

depending on which value is greater
Zero drift < 0.06 vol% in 72 hours
Ambient temperature 0 - 50 °C [32 to 122 °F]
Sample gas flow 25-60 Nl/h

Transducer temperature (for GenX Sensor O2
PMA2 H sensors only)

55 °C [131 °F], factory-set

Wetted material Glass, platinum, FKM (Viton®), SS 316Ti, 
epoxy resin, PP, ceramic, nickel, depending 
on tubing material and of the components 
installed

* At constant ambient conditions in the compensated temperature and pressure range (±0.015 %/mbar). Ad-
ditionally, the limit of detection (LOD) is depending on sample gas and the selected measuring range.
** Depends on sample gas input pressure, density and flow rate at the analyzer input.
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6.2 Electrochemical oxygen sensor

This compact, fast-response, long-life sensor measures the oxygen content in a gas 
mixture, typically up to 25 % by volume over an electrochemically generated voltage. It is 
RoHS compliant (lead-free), fully CO2 resistant and non-toxic. This sensor shows a negli-
gible cross-sensitivity < 20 ppm for most gases occurring in combustion processes.

Fig. 6: Electrochemical oxygen sensor with flow chamber

6.2.1 Technical data of the electrochemical oxygen sensor

GenX Sensor O2 and  sensor environment
GenX sensor O2 25 vol% EC IT-P03 VI/
PT for Viton® or PTFE tubing

08A3060

GenX sensor O2 25 vol% EC IT-P03 SS 
for stainless steel tubing

08A3065

GenX sensor environm. EC for 
integration of up to 4 electrochemical 
sensors

08A3050

Gas measured O2 

Measuring ranges (min./max. range) 0-1/0-25 vol%

Limit of detection (LOD)* 0.1 vol%

Response time for 90 % FSD** < 10 s, depending on the number and type of sensors 
used

Linearity error 0-2 vol% O2: ±0.1 vol%; 2.1-25 vol% O2: 0.5 % of mea-
sured value

Reproducibility deviation* ±1 vol% at 100 vol% O2 applied for 5 min

Accuracy after calibration* ±1 % of full scale value, not better than 0.1 vol%

Drift < 1 % per month, averaged over 12 months
Ambient temperature 10 - 40 °C [50 to 104 °F]

Sample gas flow 25-60 Nl/h

O2 sensor temperature Not heated
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GenX Sensor O2 and  sensor environment
Wetted material ABS, PVC, PPS, PVDF, PTFE, stainless steel, depending on 

tubing material and of the components installed

Shelf time < 6 months recommended

Cross-sensitivities < 20 ppm at 100 vol% CO, CO2, C3H8,
< 400 ppm at 100 vol% H2
(complete list on request)

* At constant ambient conditions in the compensated temperature and pressure range (±0.015 %/mbar). Ad-
ditionally, the limit of detection (LOD) is depending on sample gas and the selected measuring range.
** Depends on sample gas input pressure, density and flow rate at the analyzer input.

6.3 Technical data of the electrochemical hydrogen sulfide sensor

This compact sensor is available for different hydrogen sulfide concentrations from 
0-50/1,000/10,000 ppm.

Note Viton® is not resistant to hydrogen sulfide. Specify PT (PTFE) tubing or 
SS (stainless steel) tubing when ordering.

GenX Sensor H2S and sensor environment
GenX sensor H2S 50 ppm EC IT-P46 VI/PT (0-
50 ppm) for Viton® or PTFE tubing

08A3100

GenX sensor H2S 50 ppm EC IT-P46 SS (0-50 ppm) 
for stainless steel tubing

08A3105

GenX Sensor H2S 1,000 ppm EC IT-P41 VI/PT 
(0-1,000 ppm) for Viton® or PTFE tubing

08A3110

GenX sensor H2S 1,000 ppm EC IT-P41 SS (0-
1,000 ppm) for stainless steel tubing

08A3115

GenX Sensor H2S 10,000 ppm EC IT-P43 VI/PT 
(0-10,000 ppm) for Viton® or PTFE tubing

08A3120

GenX Sensor H2S 10,000 ppm EC IT-P43 SS (0-
10,000 ppm) for stainless steel tubing

08A3125

GenX sensor environm. EC for integration of up to 4 
electrochemical sensors 

08A3050

Gas measured H2S

Measuring ranges (min./max. range) 0-50/0-10,000 ppm
Response time for 90 % FSD** < 25-90 s, depending on the number 

and type of sensors used
Reproducibility deviation* < 2 % of measured value, applied for 5 

minutes alternating test gas and dry air
Accuracy after calibration* ±1 % of full scale value, not better than 

0.1 vol%
Ambient temperature 10 - 40 °C [50 to 104 °F]
Sample gas flow 25-60 Nl/h
Sensor temperature Not heated
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GenX Sensor H2S and sensor environment
Wetted materials PP, PPS, PVDF, PTFE, stainless steel, 

depending on tubing material and of 
the components installed

Shelf time < 3 months recommended
Cross-sensitivities Depending on sensor type, complete list 

on request

* At constant ambient conditions in the compensated temperature and pressure range (±0.015 %/mbar). Ad-
ditionally, the limit of detection (LOD) is depending on sample gas and the selected measuring range.

** Depends on sample gas input pressure, density and flow rate at the analyzer input.

6.4 Thermal conductivity detector (TCD)

This type of sensor uses the thermal properties of gases. In the structure implemented 
here, the thermal conductivity of hydrogen in a binary gas mixture is used to determine 
the H2 concentration.

Fig. 7: Thermal conductivity detector

NOTICE The TCD has special calibration requirements. See chapter 11.2 for 
details.

6.4.1 Technical data TCD

GenX Sensor H2 TCD and sensor environments
GenX Sensor H2 TCD MK-F200 08A2845
GenX sensor environm. TCD MK-F VI/PT for 
gas paths in Viton® or PTFE tubing

08A2850

GenX sensor environm. TCD MK-F SS for 
gas paths in stainless steel tubing

08A2860

Gas measured H2

Measuring ranges (min./max. range) 0 -1/0-100 vol%

Limit of detection (LOD)* 0.1 vol%

Response time for 90 % FSD** < 1 s at 60 Nl/h
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GenX Sensor H2 TCD and sensor environments
Noise < 1 % of full scale value 
Linearity error < 1 %  of full scale value

Reproducibility deviation* < 1 %  of full scale value

Accuracy after calibration* < 1 %  of full scale value, not better than 
0.1 vol%

Zero drift < 2 %  of full scale value per week

Ambient temperature 0 - 50 °C [32 to 122 °F]

Sample gas flow 25-60 Nl/h

Sensor temperature 63 °C [145.4 °F]

Wetted materials SS 316Ti, silicon oxinitrite (ceramic), gold, covar, 
epoxy, depending on tubing material and of 
the components installed

Cross-sensitivities Sensor is suitable for binary gas mixtures, 
complete list on request

* At constant ambient conditions in the compensated temperature and pressure range (±0.015 %/mbar). Ad-
ditionally, the limit of detection (LOD) is depending on sample gas and the selected measuring range.
** Depends on sample gas input pressure, density and flow rate at the analyzer input.

6.5 Available gases and measuring ranges: O2, H2S and TCD sensors

Measuring ranges O2 PMA O2 electrochemical H2S electrochemical H2 TCD
0-100 vol% x - - x
0-50 vol% x - - x
0-30 vol% x - - x
0-25 vol% x x - x
0-20 vol% x x - x
0-10 vol% x x - x
0-5 vol% x x - x
0-1 vol% x x x x
0-1,000 ppm - - x -
0-50 ppm - - x -

x: Available gas and measuring range, -: Measuring range not available
Other gases on request

6.6 NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS photometers (ULTRA.sens®, INFRA.sens®)*

The measuring principle of the NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS photometers (ULTRA.sens®, INFRA.
sens®)* is based on the absorption of ultraviolet or infrared radiation in wavelength ranges 
specific for different gases. A broadband UV or infrared light source generates a radiant 
power I0. 

The light passes through a cuvette of known length through which sample gas flows. If 
the sample gas contains UV/IR-absorbing gas molecules, the beam power I0 is reduced to 
the reduced value I1 at a detector located behind the cuvette. 
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Using Lambert-Beer‘s law, a gas concentration is calculated from the ratio of I0 to I1 taking 
into account the optical path length and other parameters of the gas concentration.

In order to be able to make a statement for a specific molecule contained in the sample 
gas, a narrow-band filter element is arranged in the optical path, which only passes the 
spectral light component that corresponds to the absorption band of the type of gas of 
interest. With this technique the concentration of multi-atomic gases, i.e. molecules with 
permanent or induced electrical dipole moment, can be determined. It is not suitable for 
elementary gases such as O2, H2, N2, Ar, Ne etc.  

The measuring modules are available in different lengths for different measuring ranges, 
they are characterized by a large dynamic range and a fast response time. Pressure measu-
rement for process pressure compensation and a sensor for water vapor correction for 
NDIR measurements are available as options. In the field of application of NDUV measure-
ments, there are advantageously no cross-sensitivities to water vapor.

* ULTRA.sens® and INFRA.sens® are trademarks of Wi.Tec - Sensorik GmbH
NDIR: non-dispersive infrared photometer, NDUV: non-dispersive ultraviolet photometer, UVRAS: ultraviolet 
resonance absorbtion spectrometer

Fig. 8: NDIR module
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Fig. 9: NDUV module

6.6.1 Technical data NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS photometers

NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS photometers (ULTRA.sens®, INFRA.sens®)
NDIR NDUV UVRAS

Limit of detection (LOD) in % 
of full scale value (3 σ)*

< 0.1-1 < 0.1-0.5 < 0.1-0.5

Response time for 90 % 
FSD**

< 10 s

Linearity error < ±1 % of full scale value 
Reproducibility deviation* ±0.5 % of full scale value  
Long time stability (zero 
drift)***

< ±2 % of full scale 
value per week

< ±1 % of full scale 
value per 24 hours

< ±2 % of full scale 
value per 24 hours

Long time stability (measur-
ing range drift)

< ±2 % of full scale 
value per month

< ±1 % of full scale value per month

Temperature influence: zero 
point****

< 1 % of full scale value per 10 Kelvin

Temperature influence: 
measuring range****

< 2 % of full scale value per 10 Kelvin

Ambient temperature 10 - 40 °C [50 to 104 °F]
Pressure influence < 1.5 % per 10 hPa of the measured value (with pressure com-

pensation < 0.15 % per 10 hPa of the measured value) 
Wetted materials FKM (Viton®), stainless steel 316Ti, aluminium with/without 

protective coating, PVDF, PPS, depending on tubing material 
and of the components installed

Cross-sensitivities Internal compensation for multiple measuring benches, appli-
cation-dependent, complete list on request
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NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS photometers (ULTRA.sens®, INFRA.sens®)
Options
Pressure sensor for process pressure compensation
Capacitive H2O sensor for internal water vapor compensation, measuring range 0-1 vol%, for 
selected NDIR measuring benches

* At constant ambient conditions in the compensated temperature and pressure range (±0.015 %/mbar). Ad-
ditionally, the limit of detection (LOD) is depending on sample gas and the selected measuring range.
** Depends on sample gas input pressure, density and flow rate at the analyzer input.
*** The long-term zero drift can be reduced by using an AutoZero module.
**** The temperature dependence can be reduced by using a heated box (THB 50 °C).

6.6.2 Available gases and measuring ranges: NDIR photometers

Measuring 
ranges

Carbon
dioxide CO2

Carbon
monoxide CO

Methane 
CH4

Hydrocarbon
 CnHm

Dinitrogen 
monoxide N

2O

0-100 vol% x x x x x
0-50 vol% x x x x x
0-30 vol% - * * * *
0-20 vol% x - - - *
0-10 vol% x x x x *
0-5 vol% x x x x *
0-1 vol% x x x x -
0-5,000 ppm x x x x -
0-2,000 ppm x x x x x
0-1,000 ppm x x x x x
0-500 ppm x x x - x
0-300 ppm - - - - x
0-100 ppm x - - - x
0-50 ppm x - - - -

Measuring 
ranges

Sulphur
hexafluoride SF6

Tetrafluoro-
methane CF

4

Nitrogen 
monoxide NO

Water (vapour) 
H2O

0-100 vol% x x - -
0-50 vol% x x - -
0-30 vol% * * - -
0-20 vol% * * - -
0-10 vol% * * - -
0-5 vol% * * - -
0-1 vol% - * x x
0-5,000 ppm x * x x
0-2,000 ppm x * x -
0-1,000 ppm x * x -
0-500 ppm - - - -
0-300 ppm - - - -
0-100 ppm x - - -
0-50 ppm x - - -
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6.6.3 Available gases and measuring ranges: NDUV photometers

Measuring 
ranges

Hydrogen
sulphide H2S

Sulphur
dioxide SO2

Nitrogen
dioxide NO2

Chlorine
Cl2

Ozone 
O3

0-100 vol% - - - - -
0-50 vol% - - - - -
0-30 vol% - - - x -
0-20 vol% - - - - -
0-10 vol% * x - x -
0-5 vol% * x - x -
0-1 vol% * * - * -
0-5,000 ppm x x x * -
0-2,000 ppm x x x * x
0-1,000 ppm x x x * x
0-500 ppm x x x x x
0-300 ppm - x x - -
0-100 ppm x x x - x
0-50 ppm - x x - x
0-10 ppm - - - - x
0-1 ppm - - - - x

6.6.4 Available gases and measuring ranges: UVRAS photometers

Measuring 
ranges

Nitrogen monoxide
NO

0-100 vol% -
0-50 vol% -
0-30 vol% -
0-20 vol% -
0-10 vol% -
0-5 vol% -
0-1 vol% -
0-5,000 ppm x
0-2,000 ppm x
0-1,000 ppm x
0-500 ppm x
0-300 ppm x

x: Available gas and measuring range, *: customized range, available on request, -: Measuring range not 
available

Other gases on request
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7 Technical data basic instrument
Multigas Analyzer GenTwo Multigas  V2.4
Basic device w/o sensors, 
wall-mount housing: Part No.

08A2220

Basic device w/o sensors, long 
housing: Part No.

08A2230

Basic device w/o sensors, short 
housing: Part No. 

08A2240

Warm-up period Approx. 30 min. depending on configuration

Response time for 90 % Depending on sensor used and on configuration
Sample gas flow rate 25 to max. 120 Nl/h, depending on sensor used

Sample gas inlet pressure 800 to 1,200 mbar abs. pressure-compensated

Sample gas outlet pressure Recommendation: discharge freely into atmosphere 
(requires higher pressure at the analyzer inlet compared 
to the outlet)

Sample gas temperature and 
characteristics

0 to 50 °C [32 to 122 °F]; dry, oil- and dust-free gas, avoid 
temperature dropping below dew point

Ambient temperature Depending on sensor configuration, for details see 
technical data for sensors

Relative Humidity 0 - 90 %, non-condensing
Storage temperature -20 to +60 °C [-4 to +140 °F], no-condensing
Display 7" capacitive color touchscreen
Measuring ranges in general 4 measuring ranges, two of them adjustable, suppressed 

zero point possible
Analog output signals 0-20 mA/4-20 mA, max. 500 Ohms burden, short-circuit 

proof, electrically isolated
Status relay outputs 4 x relay output (1 x status, 1 x Cal. mode, 1 x pump, 1 x 

Cal. error) 
contacts: 250 V AC/3 A or 30 V DC/3 A at resistive load, 
change-over contact, potential-free

Digital relay outputs 4 x per measuring signal DO (2 x limit values, 2 x measur-
ing range feedback)
contacts: 250 V AC/3 A or 30 V DC/3 A at resistive load, 
change-over contact, potential-free

Interfaces Ethernet/USB
Communication protocol Modbus TCP/IP and AK protocol TCP/IP
Connection to the Ethernet 
(grounded inside the analyzer)

RJ45 network cable with grounding on the opposite side 
(not included in the scope of delivery)
wall-mount housing: attach snap ferrite on the network 
cable close to the wall-mount housing (snap ferrite 
included in the scope of delivery)

Mains power supply 100 to 240 V AC, -15/+10 %, 50 to 60 Hz, power supply unit
Overvoltage category OVC II
Power consumption Max. 150 VA
Mains power connection Wall-mount housing: 3 x 1.5 mm2 wires (customer 

provided), rack-housing: power cord (3 x 1.5 mm2 wires) 
with 3-pin IEC plug and Schuko plug (included)
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Multigas Analyzer GenTwo Multigas  V2.4
Wetted materials Platinum, epoxy resin, glass, FKM (Viton®), stainless steel 

316Ti, PVDF, PPS, depending on tubing material
Sample gas connection Screw-on bulkhead fitting with 1/4" internal thread, PVDF 

(standard)
Case protection 19"-rack housing: IP20, EN 60529; wall-mount housing: 

IP54, EN 60529
Electrical standard EN 61010
Housing color 19"-rack housing RAL 9003, signal white
Maximum installation altitude 2,000 m [≈ 6,561.7 ft]
Pollution degree of the intended 
environment

PD 2

Long housing: dimensions 
(W x H x D)

482 x 185 x 404 mm  [≈ 19" x 7.3" x 15.9"], length of gas 
connection fittings is additional

Short housing: dimensions
(W x H x D)

482 x 185 x 266 mm  [≈ 19" x 7.3" x 10.5"], length of gas 
connection fittings is additional

Wall-mount housing: dimensions 
(W x H x D)

419 x 555 mm plus approx. 40 mm gas connection fitting 
x 237 mm [≈ 16.5" x 21.9" plus approx. 1.6" gas
connection fitting x 9.3" ]

Long housing: weight Approx. 13 kg [≈ 29 lb] (depending on sensor 
configuration)

Short housing: weight Approx. 11 kg [≈ 24 lb] (depending on sensor 
configuration)

Wall-mount housing: weight Approx. 18 kg [≈ 39.7 lb] (depending on sensor 
configuration)

Please note: Nl/h and Nl/min refer to the German standard DIN 1343 and are based on these 
standard conditions: 0 °C [32 °F], 1013 mbar.

7.1 Dimensions 19"-rack housing

C:\VaultWorkspace\Inventor\Projekte\007_Konverter_Analysatoren\007_02_Analysatoren\2507_GenTWO.4_Tisch_Rack\Präsentationen\2507-2.01.0INTERN, G2.4KN Übersicht Tisch_Rack für Doku.idw
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Fig. 10: 19"-rack housing front view
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Fig. 11: 19"-rack housing side view (long housing)
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Fig. 12: 19"-rack housing side view (short housing)
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7.2 Dimensions wall-mount housing

C:\VaultWorkspace\Inventor\Projekte\007_Konverter_Analysatoren\007_02_Analysatoren\2507_GenTWO.4_Tisch_Rack\Präsentationen\2508-2.01.0INTERN-, G2.4KN im Wandgehäuse, Zusammenbau für Doku.idw
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Fig. 13: Wall-mount housing, front and side-view
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7.3 Connections 19"-rack and wall-mount device

Fig. 14: Back view of 19"-rack housing with connections (max. equipped)

1 CAN bus connector (optionally): contact 1: CAN 
High, contact 2: CAN Low, contact 3: not assigned

2 Ethernet connector

3 Power supply plug with power switch 4 mA-output (measurement value) with 
2-pin connectors per channel

5 Digital outputs with 8-pin connectors per channel, 
6 measuring channels

6 Sample gas input “1” 

7 Sample gas output “1” 8 Additional 2 x sample gas in- and 
outputs

The port for the USB stick is located on the front of the 19" rack housing.

C:\VaultWorkspace\Inventor\Projekte\007_Konverter_Analysatoren\007_02_Analysatoren\2507_GenTWO.4_Tisch_Rack\Präsentationen\2508-2.01.0INTERN-, G2.4KN im Wandgehäuse, Zusammenbau für Doku.idw
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Fig. 15: Bottom-view of wall-mount device with connections

1 Power switch with key 2 Cable gland for Ethernet connector
3 4 x Cable glands for various cables 4 Cable gland for mains power supply
5 Sample gas input “1” 6 Sample gas output “1”
7 Additional 2 x sample gas in- and 
outputs
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Fig. 16: Power supply connections inside wall-mount device (w/o protective covers)

Fig. 17: Signal connections inside wall-mount device (max. equipped)

Fig. 18: Wall-mount housing: USB port for USB stick

1 Wall-mount housing door 2 Cutout to plug in USB stick
3 Front side of the wall-mount housing door 4 Internal, only for M&C service
5 USB port for USB stick

4

1 3

5
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7.4 Electrical interfaces: 19"-rack housing

Fig. 19: Electrical interfaces: 19"-rack housing

* Number of these interfaces depending on the application
** Only equipped with the Autocal function
*** G 1/4“ female, if internal tubing is made of Viton®/PTFE;
      1/8“ NPT female, if internal tubing is made of stainless steel
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7.5 Electrical interfaces: wall-mount housing

Fig. 20: Electrical interfaces: wall-mount housing

* Number of these interfaces depending on the application
** Only equipped with the Autocal function
*** G 1/4“ female, if internal tubing is made of Viton®/PTFE;
      1/8“ NPT female, if internal tubing is made of stainless steel
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7.6 System functions

7.6.1 Status alarm

Here you will find a description of the function of the status alarm R1 (X31 = Alarm):

 �   Status signal R1 (X31 = Alarm)

The alarm output is a collective alarm with various single alarms connected in 
series. When all single alarms are in the GO-state, R1 is also activated, and thus in 
the GO-state (Safety first).

GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 single alarm messages:

 � Sensor temperatur is higher or lower than stated in the specifications: 55 °C 
±3 °C [131 °F ±5.4 °F] or during warm-up.

 � P-IN (incomming pressure) is higher or lower than 800-1,200 mbar or the 
pressure difference ∆P is too low.

 � Gas flow is higher or lower than 25-120 l/h, it is possible to deactivate this alarm 
message  (using a parameter).

 � Power outage (Power OFF/Fail).

7.6.2 Accuracy of mA readings

The mA output signal can be switched between 0-20 and 4-20 mA. All of the mA outputs 
are galvanically isolated from each other and from the device.

On the analyzer the mA value is displayed with three decimal places (see page M2/S2).  
The step size of the mA indication is approximately 1.5 µA. The output signal can only 
show values > 0 mA.

Note
Notice the maximum permissible burden of 500 Ohm.

If the burden is too high, the output will result in too low mA values, 
especially with high current signals.
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8 Using the analyzer

8.1 Graphical user interface (GUI)

The GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 is equipped with a 7" touch screen and an intuitive graphical 
user interface (GUI). The GUI is designed to easily navigate through the menus and sec-
tions. The concept behind the interface is as intuitive as operating a smart phone.

Fig. 21: Startup screen of the 6-Channel configuration

Fig. 22: Second part of the startup screen with channel 3 to 6

Important factors in the selection of the HMI were its durability and practicality. This is why 
a resistive touchscreen is used in your device. The touchscreen recognizes the point on the 
display where an operation has taken place due to a change in resistance when pressure 
is applied to the display. In contrast to capacitive systems, this has the advantage that it 
can be operated with a normal stylus or even when wearing gloves. 
The HMI collects information from the respective sensor modules, performs calculations 
and instructs the I/O modules, e.g. to switch a switching output or to change the mA out-
put. It is the central control unit of the analyzer. All settings of the analyzer can be dis-
played and edited via the HMI.

You will find a detailed description of the menu structure on page 37 chapter 'Menu 
structure' .
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8.2 How to use the touch screen

The operating concept was designed to be intuitive as far as possible and is based on the 
gestures “wipe” and “tap”. To meet the conceptual demand for transparency, In order to 
achieve a high degree of logic and recognition, almost all settings and displays can be 
accessed on a single two-dimensional level. A deeply nested menu hierarchy was deliber-
ately omitted.

The first dimension represents the “menu” (in the following also abbreviated as “M”). Six 
menu items M1...M6 can be called directly at any time and from any display. 
The second dimension is represented by the so-called “sections” (in the following also 
abbreviated as “S”). For each menu there are up to 4 sections, which can be displayed ac-
cording to the selected menu item to provide different information and functions.

Please tap on a button from the menu bar on the right side of the screen to select the 
menu item and wipe horizontally on the display to navigate through the corresponding 
sectionss (S1 to S4).

Note

The horizontal wipe function can only be executed on areas without 
a vertical scroll function, e.g. lists, selection wheels.
As an alternative to the “wipe to the left” function, you can tap on the 
active menu button (green).
Simultaneous operation with several fingers, e.g. for zooming, is not 
supported.

Gesture What it means
Swipe your finger to the left. You will reach the next section of 
the menu item.

Swipe your finger to the right. You will go back to the previous 
section of the menu item.

Swipe your finger down to scroll down a list.

Swipe your finger up to scroll up a list.

Tap your finger on an active area to select a menu item or 
open another section.

Note Instead of swiping to the right to reach the previous section, you can 
also get back by tapping on the highlighted (green) menu button.
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8.3 Menu structure

In the following, the menu structure is explained. The images may vary slightly depending 
on the operating status. This description does not replace familiarizing yourself with navi-
gating through the menus directly on the device.

Up to four sections are available for a menu item. In the system information, the available 
sections are represented by grey and black dots. A black dot indicates the section currently 
displayed on the screen.

Note

Please note, that depending on the operation mode, the actual 
display on your device can differ from the screen shots in this instruc-
tion manual. We recommend you get familiar with navigating 
through the menus and sections directly at the 
GenTwo® Multigas V2.4.

This chapter shows the individual pages of the various menus. Available functions and 
settings are marked separately. The designation of the pages follows the example:

“Menu 1 – Section 1”  = M1/S1

Fig. 23: Menu structure overview M2/S2

1 System status line 2 Option sample gas pump P1: button to turn pump on or off
3 Sensor temperature 4 Pressure during operation
5 Gas flow 6 Display of deviation from factory calibration 
7 Measuring range 8 Operational limit 1
9 Operational limit 2 10 Menu bar M1 to M6 (home button activated)
11 Channel scroll bar
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8.3.1 System status line

The system status line is the first line displayed at the top of the touch screen. Starting on 
the left side, it shows the online time of the unit. The online time displays how long the 
GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 is online since the last time the device was switched on. Next to the 
online time is the little bar with dots to show the number of sections available for this 
menu item. A black dot indicates the current section and the gray dots the available 
sections. 

The language/country recognition is represented by the flag symbol. By touching the flag 
symbol, another available language can be selected. The following four symbols indicate 
from left to right:

 � Internal data bus indicator (green blinking light: 1 Hz pulse; red light = error)

 � LAN interface

 � Wi-Fi (not supported by the current GUI version)

 � USB interface

On the right side of the system status line, the date and the actual time in your time zone 
is displayed.

Fig. 24: System status line

1 Online time 2 Menu item number/section number
3 Section indicator: current section shown in black 4 Language selection
5 Internal data bus indicator (screen symbol) 6 LAN interface
7 Wi-Fi (not supported by current GUI version) 8 USB
9 Current date and time

7 98621 53 4
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8.3.2 Main menu bar

Fig. 25: Menu bar with the menu items M1 to M6

1 M&C info button M1 2 Home button M2, active
3 Data logger button M3 4 Settings button M4
5 Calibration button M5 6 Help button M6

8.3.3 Main display area

Fig. 26: Main display area M2/S2

1 Message box 2 Info button (changes color depending on status)
3 Channel name: channel ID 4 Zoom button
5 Measured value 6 mA display (measuring range)
7 Molecule (sensor type) 8 Unit of the measured value
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8.3.4 Language selection

The language can be selected from any section displayed on the screen. With a tap on the 
flag symbol the language window opens. Another tap on the selected flag symbol closes 
the window and changes the language of the GUI. Some of the languages are not sup-
ported by the current software version.

Note
Please note, if the selected language is not available, the flag in the 
system status line does not change and the language window stays 
on the screen.

Fig. 27: Available languages/flags

8.3.5 M1/S1 and M1/S2 - M&C contact and GUI version number

You will reach menu 1 (M1) by tapping on the button with the M&C logo on the right hand 
side. If you tap on the M&C logo, the first section opens. 

Fig. 28: M1/S1 -  M&C contact information

To navigate through the sections, please swipe horizontally. Swipe to the left side to reach 
the next sections. By swiping to the right side you will go back to the previous sections.
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Fig. 29: Swipe to navigate through the sections

The second section of M1 shows information about the current software version, type and 
components of the analyzer. To get more information about the analyzer configuration, 
please tap on the green information button.

Fig. 30: M1/S2 - Analyzer configuration

1 Software version, fabrication ID and 
components

2 Button for more detailed information

After tapping on the green button, a scection with more detailed information about the 
current software version of the GUI opens. 

Fig. 31: Detailed information about the GUI software version

To get back to the M1/S1 section, please swipe horizontally to the right side or tap on the 
M&C button M1.

21
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Fig. 32: Navigate back to the M1/S1 section                                            

8.3.6 M1/S4 - Operating hours counter

The operating hours counter shows the days and hours that the entire device and the in-
dividual channels are in operation. Under” Service” the operating times are listed, accord-
ing to which the components of the used channels should be serviced.

Fig. 33: M1/S4 - Operating hours counter (OHC)

Note The operating hours counter of the analyzer cannot be reset by the 
user.

8.3.7 M2/S1, M2/S2 - Measured values, operational parameters and limits

You can reach the start screen by tapping on the Home button M2 in the menu bar. This 
section contains the following information:

 � currently used channel with channel name

 � measured value 

 � unit of measured value 

 � type of gas being measured 

 � bar graph with measuring range and indicator light
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Fig. 34: M2/S1 - Start screen of the home button

1 Home button M2 2 Indicator light (status: green, yellow or red)

The second section M2/S2 shows a more detailed view of the measuring parameters. 
The info button on this screen is green, that indicates that the instrument is in standard 
operation mode.

Fig. 35: M2/S2 - Detailed view of the measuring parameters

To get back to the start screen M2/S1, please swipe to the right or tap on the home 
button.

Fig. 36: Navigate back to the start screen         

The warm-up period of the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 can take approx. six minutes, starting 
from 25 °C [77 °F]. For PMA and TCD sensors, a 60 s timer is started in the warm-up phase. 
If the fixed target temperature is not reached in 60 seconds, the timer is reloaded up to 14 
times. If the target temperature still deviates by more than 3 Kelvin, a temperature error will 
be displayed.

2

1
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During the warm-up period the info button on the M2/S2 screen turns yellow, to show 
that the device is not ready for operation yet.  

The mA output is not active during the warm-up phase. The default value of the mA out-
put is set to zero and the mA-display no longer appears on the screen. The word “warmup” 
appears in its place.

During “warmup”, RS1 “Status” is set to “Malfunction” and RS2 “Calibration Mode” is set to 
“Calibrate”. In the diagnosis screen M3/S3 “B=Diagnosis” there are no mA values available 
during the warm-up phase.

Fig. 37: M2/S2 - Detailed view during warm-up period

The zoom button on the M2/S2 section lets you zoom-in into the main display area. Please 
tap on the zoom button next to the channel information.

In the zoomed view the measurement value display is highlighted and the data is dis-
played larger with less information.

Fig. 38: M2/S2 - Using the zoom button
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To get back from the zoomed view to the standard view, please tap anywhere on the 
highlighted area.

Fig. 39: Zoomed and highlighted area

8.3.8 M2/S3 - Event list

This screen shows an overview of all events in chronological order. A complete event list 
can be selected for each channel present in your device.

The notifications on the event list are color-coded:

 � Green: OK

 � Yellow: Warning/the value reached or exceeded the operating  
 parameter limit

 � Red: Error or malfunction

 � White:  Zero (offset) and Span (Gradient)
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Fig. 40: M2/S3 - Event list

You can reach this screen by swiping through the sections of menu item M2 or by tapping 
on the info button.

8.3.9 M3/S1 - Data logger/history archive

The data logger screen opens, when you tap on M3 the third menu item of the menu bar. 
This screen shows the recorded data in a diagram.

Fig. 41: M3/S1 data logger screen

1 Edit button

Please tap on the edit button. The calender display opens. It displays month, day and hour 
in separate scroll bars. To select a prior measurement, please scroll to the date and time of 
the measurement you are looking for. Confirm your entry with the “Data updated” button. 
The selected data will then be loaded and displayed in the diagram on section M3/S1.

1
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Note
 If the month, day or hour of your selected measurement is already 
displayed, please tap on the corresponding scroll bar to reconfirm this 
selection.

The history archive can store data up to 365 days. The data structure of the data logger is 
a circular buffer. 

Fig. 42: M3/S1 - Recorded data selection screen

1 Area for displaying the calibration symbols 2 “Data updated” button
3 “*.csv export” button

With the ‘Export *.csv’ button recorded data can be stored in the analyzer for a period of 
one hour with the selected start time. This data can also be stored on a USB stick in CSV 
format. The CSV format can be opened in spreadsheet programs such as MS Excel.

To export data, please select the month, day and hour of the desired data recording. Each 
file can only store one hour of the recorded data, therefore the desired hour must be se-
lected for the data export.

Tap on the *.csv export button to export the selected data and save the data to a CSV file.

Note

If you don’t select the hour of the recorded data, the measurements 
of the whole month or day will be displayed in the diagram. 
This amount of data is too large to save in one file. To prevent a larger 
file size the “*.csv export” button will not be displayed if the data is 
recorded for more than an hour.

2
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3
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Fig. 43: Calibration symbols to highlight calibration procedures

These symbols indicate successful and failed calibration procedures.

The calibration symbols are displayed in the upper half of the diagram in section M3/S1. 
The red symbol shows a failed calibration process and the green symbol indicates a suc-
cessful calibration.

8.3.10 M4/S1 - Measuring range selection, sensor evaluation, Lim settings

Tap on the M4 setting button to select predefined measuring ranges, display the list of 
sensor evaluation and set limit values.  The start screen opens. There is an edit button next 
to the values for each possible setting and display.

Fig. 44: M4/S1 Edit buttons for measuring range and operational parameter settings

1 Edit button for measuring range selection 2 Edit button for sensor evaluation list
3 Edit button for operational limit Lim1 4 Settings button M4
5 Edit button for operational limit Lim2

 � Measuring range selection

When you tap on the edit button close to the measuring range the highlighted scroll bar 
opens. The active edit button changes to a green check mark. Please scroll through the 
predefined measuring ranges by swiping vertically. 
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The selected measuring range needs to be displayed in the gray frame in the middle of 
the scroll bar. Please tap on the green check mark to confirm your selection.

Fig. 45: Highlighted scroll bar to select measuring range

1 Scroll bar to select measuring range 2 Active edit button changes into a check mark

In general four measuring ranges (MR) can be selected. MR1 is the smallest possible physi-
cal measuring range and MR4 the largest possible physical measuring range. MR1 and 
MR4 cannot be modified by the operator. The values displayed and the units of the mea-
suring ranges depend on the configuration of the instrument.

Measuring ranges for PMA sensor [vol%]
MR1 MR2 MR3 MR4
0.0 to 1.00 
(can not be modified)

0.0 to 10.0 0.0 to 30.0 0.0 to 100.00 
(can not be modified)

NDIR/UV measuring benches are calibrated for a certain measuring range. This measuring 
range must correspond to the specifications on page 21 chapter 'NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS 
photometers (ULTRA.sens®, INFRA.sens®)*' .

You will find a more detailed description about the measuring range selection in chapter 
'8.3.11 M4/S2 - Settings menu/ parameters'.

 � Sensor evaluation

The sensor evaluation list shows the real measured gradient and the real offset of the oxy-
gen concentration and, for comparison, the factory setting of the gradient and the offset. 
The real gradient and offset can deviate from the factory settings as long as the values are 
staying in the stated range. Is the current gradient or offset higher or lower than the per-
mitted range, the indicator below the edit button turns from green to red, but only if the 
parameter “Rating active” is turned on.

2
1
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Fig. 46: Sensor evaluation list

1 Parameter list of the sensor ratings 2 Edit button to open sensor evaluation list

The real values for slope (mx, sensitivity, gradient) and offset (b, zero point) change over 
time as a result of ageing, contamination or other influencing factors. These deviations 
from the stored factory values are registered during calibration, stored as real values and 
compensated for by the software.

The relative position of a real gradient or offset value on the distance between the factory 
value and the range end value (min. or max.) is displayed as a percentage below the green 
bar “% number for mx deviation / % number for b deviation”. “0 / 0” is displayed on deliv-
ery. If the sensor evaluation is not activated, no numbers are displayed.

If, for example, one of the real values is exactly half the distance from the factory value to 
its associated range end value, a 50 is shown which means that 50 % of the permissible 
deviation from the stored factory value (factory setting) has been used up. Starting from 
this value, the color of the bar changes from green to red. It is then recommended to 
check the sensor, if necessary contact M&C for this purpose.

By observing and evaluating several successive calibration events (see on page 45 chap-
ter 'M2/S3 - Event list' , “white” entries in the event list), you can determine whether the 
sensor behavior is due to irregular fluctuations or a continuous drift of the sensor signal. 
Depending on the sensor type, it is possible to conclude whether the sensor is contami-
nated, aged/worn, or whether the application/process conditions have changed.

 � Lim settings

To change the value of Lim1, please tap on the edit button to the right of operational pa-
rameter “Lim1”. A scroll bar will open, where you can select numbers before and after the 
decimal point. The selected value needs to be displayed in the gray frame in the middle of 
the operational parameter scroll bar. Please tap on the green check mark to confirm your 
selection.

1

2
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Fig. 47: Highlighted scroll bars to set operational parameter Lim1

1 Selected value for Lim1 2 Active edit button changes into a check mark
3 Indicators for  operational parameter 4 Current operational parameter values
     Lim1 and Lim2     Lim1 and Lim2 (setting not activated by default)

The operational parameter Lim2 can be changed in the same way as Lim1, by clicking on 
the corresponding Edit button. A scroll bar will open, where you can select numbers be-
fore and after the decimal point. The selected value needs to be displayed in the gray 
frame in the middle of the operational parameter scroll bar. Please tap on the green check 
mark to confirm your selection.

Fig. 48: Highlighted scroll bar to set operational parameter Lim2

1 Selected value for Lim2 2 Active edit button changes into a check mark
3 Indicators for  exceeding the value of operational parameters Lim1 and Lim2

To define operational parameter values and change the calculation method behind the 
values, please refer to chapter “ M4/S2 - Settings menu/ parameters”.
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8.3.11 M4/S2 - Settings menu/ parameters

Qualified 
personnel Changing settings can only be done by qualified personnel. 

In section M4/S2 you can define the parameters for the scroll bars you are using in section 
M4/S1. The screen of section M4/S2 shows a scroll bar and a green “Restart” button.

Fig. 49: M4/S2 screen with “Restart” button

1 Scroll bar 2 “Restart” button

After tapping on the “Restart” button, a screen opens where you need to confirm the re-
start of the analyzer. The restart of the analyzer interrupts the measurement and deletes all 
data collected during this day. 

The RAM stores data collected from 12:00 a.m. until the next day at 12:00 a.m. After 24 
hours of collecting data in the RAM, this data will be stored permanently in the flash mem-
ory of the analyzer. Any measuring values collected from 12:00 a.m. to the restart of the  
analyzer will be deleted from the RAM.

NOTICE
Loss of data!
By tapping on the “Restart” button, the measuring process is inter-
rupted. The current measuring values in the RAM which are not 
permanently saved, are lost.

With the scroll bar in section M4/S2 you can select different parameters. In the first range 
there are 9 parameters and in the second range two, A and B.

To make sure that the settings will not be changed by accident, you will need to select the 
parameter first by displaying it in the gray frame, and then tap on the “hidden password”. 

Note
To select a parameter in the settings menu, please display the 
selected parameter in the gray frame of the scroll bar, and then tap 
on the word “Online” on the left-hand side of the system status line.

21
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With tapping on the hidden password, you are opening a settings screen, where you can 
change the current settings.

NOTICE

Analyzer is not ready to set alarm after tapping “Online” or during 
parameter setting!
Alarm and warning messages will not be updated!
Dangerous situation!
Close the parameter screen immediately after changing settings.

Note
When a settings screen is open, the display stays on this settings 
screen. All other screens jump back to the start menu M2/S1, if the 
touchscreen has not been used for 30 Minutes. 

 � 1 = Channel K1-Kn settings

The first screen of the menu item M4/S2 shows the selection wheel with the channel 
settings “1 = channel K1-Kn” in the gray frame.

Fig. 50: Channel settings

Tap on the word “Online”. The list of basic settings opens.

Note
The display shows only part of the list. Scroll down the list by swiping 
vertically or by pressing the arrow buttons to have a look at all 
parameters.

The following figure shows the upper part of the basic settings list. The existing channel 
names are on top of the list. To change a channel name, tap on the “Alias name” field. The 
field is highlighted in orange and the current name of the channel “Alias” appears in the 
edit field. Tap on the edit field to open the keypad. 
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Fig. 51: Basic settings for channel 1

1 “Selection” button 2 Channel selection scroll bar
3 Edit field 4 Highlighted field

Here you can enter the new channel name.

Fig. 52: Keypad

Please tap on the “<Enter> = To save into database“ button to confirm your new channel 
name. After your confirmation, you will get back to the parameter list.

There are several more detailed parameters regarding the channel settings. To open a list 
with these detailed parameters, please tap on the “Selection” button. In this list you will 
find the following channel-specific settings:

1 = Basic settings
2 = Hardware configuration
3 = Calibration / Adjustment
4 = Measuring range setting
5 = Operational limits (Lim)
6 = Sensor rating

31
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By tapping on the items of the list, you will reach the corresponding screen to enter the 
settings.

Fig. 53: Channel-specific settings list

1 “Selection” button 2 Channel-specific settings list

The following list contains a selection of the most common parameters which belong to 
the “1 = Channel K1-Kn settings”.

Parameter description Default value*
Selection: 1= Basic settings
channel ID PMA*

concentration average value: no=0, yes=1..100 0

unit temperature (1 = °C, 2 = °F) 1

unit pressure (1 = bar, 2 = hPa, 3 = mbar, 4 = psi) 3

unit sample flow (1 = l/h, 2 = l/min) 1

number of decimal digits 2
Selection: 2= Hardware configuration
correction factor sample flow 1.000

mA range 1=0-20 mA, 2=4-20 mA 2

gas flow from Kx (1...n) 1

pressure reading on screen Kx (1...n) enable=0, disable=1 0

flow reading on screen Kx (1...n) enable=0, disable=1 0

Negative reading enable: 0=yes, 1=no active 0

pressure compensation: 0=no, 1=P-In, 2=P-Out 0

Assignment sensor module values (No. 1-3) 1
Selection: 3= Calibration / Adjustment
pressure calibration offset P-IN 0.000

pressure calibration offset P-OUT 0.000

21
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Parameter description Default value*
zero gas [unit*] 0.000*

span gas [unit*] 20.960*

Calibration: gradient (mx) 1.000

Calibration: Offset (+b) 0.000

Holding time [s] of digital out 2, Cal. mode after calibration 1

Calibration: MIN range zero gas [vol%*] -2.000*

Calibration: MAX range zero gas [vol%*] 2.000*

Calibration: MIN range span gas [vol%*] 19.000*

Calibration: MAX range span gas [vol%*] 24.000*

Calibration: MeasRange for zero gas 1

Calibration: MeasRange for span gas 4
Selection: 4= Measuring range setting
measuring range at start 3

measuring range 2 from [vol%*] 0.000*

measuring range 2 to [vol%*] 10.000*

measuring range 3 from [vol%*] 0.000*

measuring range 3 to [vol%*] 30.000*
Selection: 5= Thresholds (Lim)
op. Lim1  [vol%*] (20.0001))*

op. Lim2  [vol%*] (18.0001))*

mode op. Lim1 0: inactive, 1: <, 2: ≤, 3: >, 4: ≥ 0 (11))

mode op. Lim2 0: inactive, 1: <, 2: ≤, 3: >, 4: ≥ 0 (11))

threshold pressure [mbar] min 800

threshold pressure [mbar] max 1,200
Selection: 6= Sensor rating
Sensor rating: Rel. deviation\nCalculation active: 0=no, 1=yes 0

Sensor rating: Rel. deviation\nRange min Gradient (mx) 0.800

Sensor rating: Rel. deviation\nRange max Gradient (mx) 1.200

Sensor rating: Rel. deviation\nRange min Offset (+b) -5.000

Sensor rating: Rel. deviation\nRange max Offset (+b) 5.000

Sensor rating: Factory value\nGradient (mx) 1.000

Calibration: Factory value\nOffset (+b) 0.000

* Default values and units with “*” depend on gas type and measuring range.
1) If the Lim1 mode and the Lim2 mode are set to “1”, the set limit values are displayed on section M4/S1.
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 � 2 = System settings

The system parameters are the second group of parameters which can be set by the user.

To go from the channel settings screen to the system settings, please tap on the settings 
button M4. The section M4/S1 opens. Please swipe horizontally to reach section M4/S2 
with the scroll bar.

Swipe the scroll bar vertically or tap on the arrows to display “2= System” in the gray frame, 
then tap on the hidden password “Online”.  

        

Fig. 54: System settings

Note Generally, the analyzer must be restarted after system settings have 
been changed in order for the changes to take effect.

The following list contains a selection of the most common system settings:

Parameter description Default value
Language/flag: 1 = D; 22 = GB; 33 = F; 44 = I, ..., 132=USA 132

1 = zero gas, 2 = span gas, 3 = zero + span gas 1

System time [s] until back to the main menu display 1,800

Screensaver Brightness: 20 ... 100% 35

Flow error ignore: 0=no, 1=active 0

Option: Information box 0=no, 1=with confirmation of 
status, 2=display only for multiple messages

2

Interval time [h]: main unit 8,760

1. Operating hours counter 0

1. Interval time [h] 8,760

... ...

10. Operating hours counter 0

10. Interval time [h] 8,760

 � 3 = not available

This feature is not available.
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 � 4 = Updates

To update the firm ware, please open the “Updates”-screen.

Fig. 55: Scroll bar with “4=Updates” displayed in the gray frame

Fig. 56: Buttons to get information and install hardware and software updates

1 “Hardware versions querry” button 2 “Hardware update” button (not active)
3 “HMI (APK) update” button

To get information about the current hard- and software version of all the components in 
your device, please tap on the “1 = Hardware versions querry” button.

With the “3 = HMI (APK) update” button on the right-hand side the application software 
can be updated. This update is often called the “software update” of the device.

3
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Fig. 57: Screen to confirm the update of the application software 

Please insert a USB stick with the correct software version into the USB port and confirm 
the start of the update.

The port for the USB stick is located on the front of the 19" rack housing. For the wall-moun-
ted housing, the USB port is located on the inside of the housing door inside the HMI 
cover.

Note

The currently running measuring operation is terminated by this.
After a software update, it may also be necessary to update the 
database.
It may also be necessary to reset parameter settings that have been 
changed by the user if they have not been saved and read back using 
the DB Update/DB Backup function.

 � 5 = Factory reset

Fig. 58: M4/S2 screen with “Factory reset” selected
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Fig. 59: Select factory settings

1 Calibration reset 2 Factory reset

 � 6 = Database (DB)

       

Fig. 60: Database settings

With the “1 = DB Update” button database files can be imported. Please insert a USB stick 
with the correct software version into the USB port and confirm the start of the update. 
The port for the USB stick is located on the front of the 19" rack housing. For the wall-moun-
ted housing, the USB port is located on the inside of the housing door inside the HMI 
cover.

With the button “2 = DB Backup” data can be exported. The exported files have the exten-
sion exp (instead of csv). If you tap on the “3 = DB Restore” button, then you can read in an 
exp file again.

Note
For data processing the *.exp must be renamed to *.csv, they can 
then be processed in LibreOffice. Attention when using Excel regard-
ing data separators and “ .” or “ ,” as decimal characters.

The following files are created: calibration history, event list and the three configuration 
files: channels, texts, system. 

1

2
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The event buffers of the files are limited to 2,000 events. Each individual event has an ID 
number. All buffers are configured as ring buffers, i.e. event no. 2001 overwrites event 
no. 1. 

In supervisor mode, the event buffers can be deleted.  The ID number continues counting 
even in this case, although events in between may have been deleted. 

The ring buffer assigned to the measured values consists of a series of individual day files. 
Each day a file with channel number and date is created for each channel. The writing 
frequency is 1 Hz independent of the number of analysis channels. Each day file consists 
of 86,400 entries (86,400 s = 24 h). 

A current file is stored from RAM to the analyzer’s permanent flash memory at 12:00 a.m.. 
If an analyzer is turned off before 12:00 a.m., all current measurement data stored from 
12:00 a.m. or from the last power on in the non-permanent RAM will be erased. After the 
analyzer is switched on again, the data storage process starts again. Zero values are then 
stored in the day file for the deleted data. 

If the internal analyzer time (clock) is changed, the affected hours of the time offset are 
overwritten or left empty. If the time (date) of the internal analyzer is changed, the affected 
days of the time shift are overwritten or left empty.

There is a maximum of 365 day files in flash memory (1 year), 366 in a leap year.

The file next to the very last possible over-writes the first one (ring buffer). There is no di-
rect access to the day files stored in the Flash. Only hour steps can be selected and export-
ed to a memory stick. The data format is Kx_DD.MM.YYYYYYY_yzH.csv.

 

Note The Modbus and AK protocol description can be found in the 
appendix of this instruction manual.

 � 7 = IP config

       

Fig. 61: IP address input screen
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To enter a new IP address, please tap on the first block of numbers. A keypad to enter 
numbers opens. Please enter the first block of numbers and press the “Next” button. Then 
you can enter the second block of numbers. For the last block of numbers, the “Done” 
button appears on the screen. After tapping the “Done” button, you will get back to the IP 
address input screen. Please check your new IP address and confirm your entries with the 
“Safe & Exit” button.

A window with the information “IP address: Pls. restart if IP address has been changed” and 
the “Pls. confirm!’ button opens. Please confirm the new IP address again with the “Please 
confirm” button.

Note
If you don’t want to change the IP address, please tap on the “Cancel” 
button. The “IP address: Pls. restart if IP address has been changed” 
window opens, and with tapping on the “Pls. confirm!” button you 
will get back to the M4/S1 screen.

Note
To successfully change the IP address, it is necessary to restart the 
analyzer. If you don’t reboot your device,  the new IP address will not 
be activated.

 � 8 = Date & Time

       

Fig. 62: Date and time settings

Independent from the date and time settings, the format of the date changes from “DD.
MM.YYYY” to “MM.DD.YYY”, when you choose the American flag symbol in the system 
status line.

 � 9 = Supervisior

The administrator settings are only for M&C Service personnel. For questions or more in-
formation please contact your M&C contact or authorized M&C distributor.
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Fig. 63: Supervisor settings for administrators

Note If you tap on the hidden password here, the section M2/S1 will open.

 � A = PDF1 update

This function can be used to permanently upload documentation provided by M&C on a 
specially formatted USB stick to the analyzer. This information is displayed by tapping the 
help button M6. 

       

Fig. 64: PDF1 update

Please contact M&C for instructions. 

The port for the USB stick is located on the front of the 19" rack housing. For the wall-moun-
ted housing, the USB port is located on the inside of the housing door inside the HMI 
cover.

Tap the “Pls. confirm!” button to start the download of the PDF-file.
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 � B = Diagnosis

Fig. 65: Scroll bar with “B=Diagnosis” displayed in the gray frame

Fig. 66: Schematic for diagnosis

1 Hidden password 2 IO1 to IO5 hardware components
3 PMA and TCD hardware components 4 IOAC hardware component

Qualified 
personnel

Changing settings can only be done by qualified personnel. After 
tapping on the hidden password the analyzer usually stops the 
measuring  process. This process is idle as long as the settings screens 
are open.

To diagnose a part of the analyzer, please tap on the components displayed in the sche-
matic. In the example shown on page 65 in Fig. 67 the IO1 component is selected.

3

1

2

4
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Fig. 67: IO1 component: DO1 to 4, relay outputs R1, R2 and mA output 

Here all of the DO- and relay-outputs with the mA-output of IO1 are displayed on the left 
side of the screen. The switches are active, and you can test them by switching them off 
(“0”) or on (“1”). The mA-output can be changed by tapping on the displayed value. The 
keypad opens, and there you can enter the new output value. Please tap on the “<Enter> 
= to save into database“ button to confirm your entry.

To check another part of the hardware, please tap on the module to get back to the M4/
S1 diagnosis screen. You can also swipe horizontally to go back to the M4/S2 screen with 
the scroll bar. Display “B=Diagnosis” in the gray frame of the scroll bar. Then tap on the 
hidden password again. The screen on page 64 in Fig. 66 opens. Please tap on the hard-
ware components to select and highlight them. 

Fig. 68: Display of the highlighted IOAC-0 components

To test the internal data bus, please tap on the IOAC-0 component. The screen displayed 
on page 65 in Fig. 68 opens. Please tap on the “Test: IOAC-0” button to initiate the test. 
The line “Connection check in progress” appears on the screen. This means, that the con-
nections of the internal data bus are tested at this moment.

To return from the M4/S1 diagnosis menu to the start screen, please swipe through the 
sections or tap on the M&C button M1.
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Note
You need to tap on the Home button M2 to re-initialise the internal 
data bus and to set all DO and relay-output settings back to the initial 
values. A 60 seconds reset phase starts.
This reset is necessary to delete the test data.

 � C = Service

       

Fig. 69: Service settings

After pressing the “1=Operational hours counter” button, a screen opens with the channel 
selection wheel, the hour counter and a reset button.

Note The operating hours counter of the analyzer cannot be reset by the 
user.

8.3.12 M5/S1 and M5/S2 calibration menu

 � Calibration screen

Fig. 70: Gas calibration screen
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Fig. 71: Adjust pressure gauges and flow sensor

This section shows the actual value and the set point of the temperature, pressure gauges 
and flow sensor. By tapping on the set point values of the pressure and flow rate, the val-
ues can be adjusted. The actual values change to the new set points.

Note
To set P-IN and P-OUT values for the barometric pressure correction, 
the gas connections must be disconnected, and the analyzer must 
be free of any gas flow.

For more information please go to page 90 '11.6 Adjust pressure gauges and flow 
sensor'.

8.3.13 M6/S1 Help button

If you tap on the help button M6, a technical documentation opens.

With the zoom buttons at the bottom of the screen, you can display a whole page on the 
screen and zoom in and out of the document.

To scroll through the technical document, please swipe vertically up and down.
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9 Mounting and installation

CAUTION
Wall-mount housing: Heavy device!
Risk of injury when handling heavy equipment.
Do not lift, move or carry the device without help. A second person is 
required to lift, move or carry the device.

9.1 General 

The GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 is enclosed in a 19“-rack or in a wall-mount housing. This gas 
analyzer is intended for use as a stationary device. The correct installation of the device 
and proper sample gas conditioning guarantees a long life-time and a minimum of main-
tenance work. You can optimize the sample gas conditioning by mounting a cooler and 
fine filter in line before the sample gas enters the analyzer.

The 19"-rack housing complies with ingress protection code IP20 (protected against solid 
foreign bodies with a diameter ≥ 12.5 mm, protected against access with a finger, no pro-
tection against water) and the wall-mounted housing complies with ingress protection 
code IP54 (protected against dust in harmful quantities, complete protection against con-
tact, protection against splashing water on all sides).

If the analyzer is used outdoors, it must be protected against the weather in accordance 
with the IP protection code of the housing. The climate conditions should be kept as con-
stant as possible.

Mount the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 in a vibration-free environment. If the environment is 
not vibration-free, you will need to mount vibration control air springs to de-couple the 
enclosure from the vibration source.

The analyzer should not be mounted close to a heat source. The normal operating posi-
tion for the instrument is the horizontal position. The sample gas needs to freely pass 
through the air outlet of the analyzer without any special precautions.

WARNING
Explosion hazard!
For general purpose areas ONLY. Don’t use the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 
in hazardous areas or for the measurement of explosive gases.

High 
Voltage! 

Caution, risk of electric shock!
Connect the mains cable to earth.

Installation

Vorbereitung zur Installation

Eine optimale Anpassung der Entnahmesonde an die Prozessgegebenheiten bzw. an die 
Messaufgaben ist Grundbedingung für eine einwandfreie Funktion der gesamten Mess-
anlage. Grundsätzlich sollte die entnommene Gasmenge auf ein notwendiges Minimum 
beschränkt werden. Möglich wird die mittels einer nachgeschalteten optimierten Gasauf-
bereitung mit Komponenten von M&C. So kann ein Minimum an Wartungsarbeit und ein 
Maximum an Verfügbarkeit gewährleistet werden.

Anhand der folgenden Checkliste können Sie mit einer ordnungsgemäße Installation 
beginnen:

 � Achten Sie auf eine wettergeschützte Aufstellung. Das Gerät darf weder liegen 
noch Flüssigkeiten aller Art direkt ausgesetzt werden. 

 � Optimalen Entnahmepunkt gemäß den allgemein gültigen Richtlinien auswäh-
len, bzw. mit den zuständigen Stellen abstimmen.

 � Platzieren Sie den Entnahmepunkt so, dass ausreichender Raum für den Ein- 
und Ausbau der Sonde vorhanden ist. Berücksichtigen Sie hierbei auch die 
Einstecklänge des Entnahmerohres.

 � Achten Sie auf gute Zugänglichkeit der Sonde! So können  später die notwendi-
gen  Wartungsarbeiten vereinfacht durchgeführt werden.

 � Den bauseitigen Entnahmestutzen so auslegen, dass die Temperatur des 
Stutzens immer oberhalb des Säuretaupunktes liegt. Dies vermeidet Korrosi-
ons- und Verstopfungsprobleme. Falls das nicht möglich ist, empfehlen wir bei 
kalten Stutzen ein beheiztes Entnahmerohr SP35/SP30.

 � Falls die Umgebungstemperatur im Stutzenbereich durch Strahlungswärme 
> 80 °C ist, muss zum Schutz der Sonde bauseits ein Wärmestrahl-Reflexions-
blech montiert werden.

 � Der Montage-Flanschanschluss des Stutzen sollte DN65 PN6 sein. 
Bei anderen gewünschten Anschluss dimensionen kann optional ein spezieller 
Adapter zwischenflansch SO10 geliefert werden.

 � Die zu montierende Sonde muss den vorhandenen  Betriebsbedingungen 
angepasst sein. 
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9.2 Wall-mount housing: electrical connection

ATTENTION
Wrong supply voltage can destroy the analyzer! 
When connecting the equipment, make sure that the supply voltage 
is identical with the information provided on the product plate!

Note

When installing power installations with nominal voltages up to 
1,000 V, the requirements of VDE 0100 and its relevant standards and 
regulations must be observed!

An easily accessible main switch with appropriate labeling must be 
provided externally.

To connect toe mains power supply you need the following tools/cable:

 � Socket wrenches sizes SW10 and SW7

 � Small slotted screwdriver

 � Phillips screwdriver

 � Cable with 3 x 1.5 mm2 wires (max. 2.5 mm2)

Please follow these steps to connect the power supply cable:

 � Open the door of the analyzer. The key for the housing is included in the 
delivery.

 � Use the socket wrench size SW10 to remove the connection bolt in front of the 
protective cover. Remove the protective cover of the signal terminals. 

 � Loosen the PE wire at the front of the protective cover of the mains power 
supply.

 � Use the Phillips screwdriver to unscrew the two screws in front of the protecti-
ve cover of the mains power supply. Remove the protective cover. 

 � Feed the mains power supply cable through the designated cable gland (M20 x 
pitch: 1.5) at the bottom of the device.

 � The nominal size of the wire cross-section is 1.5 mm2, the maximum size of the 
wire cross-section is 2.5 mm2. Connect the L and N wire with wire end sleeves. 

 � Loosen the 6K nut of the PE connection bolt with the socket wrench size SW7. 
Connect the PE wire with the ring cable lug.

Connect the wires to the terminals as shown in the following figure.
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Fig. 72: Power supply connections inside wall-mount housing

1 Terminals for N and L 2 Ground connection
3 Mains power supply without protective cover 4 Cable gland for mains power supply

4

3

2

1
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10 Starting-up and operating the analyzer

10.1 Preparations for start-up

Before initial startup, all plant- and process-specific safety measures must be observed. It is 
mandatory for the operator to complete the enclosed risk assessment of the product.

The gas exposure risk must be assessed by the operator with regard to the hazards posed 
by process and calibration gas and the setup at the installation site (e.g. tubing, system 
cabinet/container/plant). If the risk assessment reveals increased exposure hazards, further 
measures are required.

A visible label must be attached to the installation site in accordance with the risk assess-
ment provided by the operator.

Ensure that the specified voltage displayed on the product label matches the available 
supply voltage before connecting the device to the supply voltage.

NOTICE
Incorrect voltage may damage the device.
The supply voltage must match the technical data displayed on the 
product label.

High 
Voltage! 

Danger from physical contact with electrical voltage! The mains cable 
must be earthed by the customer.

Note

Connection to the Ethernet: 
RJ45 network cable (not included) is grounded on the analyzer side 
and must also be grounded on the opposite side. 
Only for wall-mount housing: snap ferrite (included in the scope of 
delivery) must be attached to the RJ45 network cable close to the 
wall-mount housing.

10.2 Start-up and operation

After turning the analyzer on, the device starts to warm-up. The yellow light indicates that 
the device is not ready to operate yet. An accurate measurement during the warm-up 
phase is not possible.

After the device has reached the operation temperature of the sensors inside, the start 
screen with the measured values will be automatically displayed on the screen.
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Fig. 73: Warm-up phase in M2/S1 and warm-up info on M2/S2

The green indicator light on screen M1/S1 shows that the analyzer is ready to operate.

       

Fig. 74: Analyzer is ready to operate

NOTICE

The measuring mode is interrupted while the parameter menu is 
open.
Within M4/S2, the measuring operation of the analyzer is interrupted 
when the following selection wheel functions are selected:
4 = Updates
7 = IP config
8 = Date/Time
B = Diagnosis
No measurement results are stored or displayed during this period. 
Only in the setting screen “B = Diagnosis” the display returns to the 
start screen M2/S1 after 30 minutes without input. 
The analyzer is in operation mode when the screen symbol in the 
status line flashes green.  When the screen symbol is red or empty, 
the analyzer’s measuring operation is interrupted.
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10.3 Confirm system messages

In many applications, the analyzers run in 24/7 continuous operation and are not regularly 
inspected on site. If an error message occurs during operation, e.g. due to a flow error, this 
message is displayed on the M2/S2 screen (see on page 39 chapter 'Main display area' ). 
In this case, the Info button lights up red and the message “Malfunction” flashes inside the 
message field.

Tapping the Info button confirms that the message has been seen. After confirming the 
“Malfunction“, the message turns into continuous light and disappears as soon as the 
cause of the malfunction has been eliminated. If there is no confirmation and new fault 
messages occur, they are only stored in the background and not displayed.

To inform the user, an information box can be activated which is displayed on the analyzer 
after a defined number of unconfirmed messages has been reached. This number is cal-
culated as follows: 9 consecutive unconfirmed messages x number of available channels. 
I.e. with a 4-channel multi-gas analyzer this information box only appears after 36 uncon-
firmed messages.

Tap on the “Please confirm” button in the information box to confirm the messages and 
set the number of unconfirmed messages to zero (reset unconfirmed messages).

The display of the information box is activated in the system settings (see in chapter '8.3.11 
M4/S2 - Settings menu/ parameters' on page 57) of the analyzer. The following settings 
are possible:

 � 0 = No information appears. The number of unconfirmed messages can be 
displayed in the screen M1/S2 under “More Info”. The CE value indicates the 
number of unconfirmed messages. The status output of the analyzer continues 
working with and without confirmation.

 � 1 = The information box appears and must be confirmed. The last malfunction 
message received to activate the information box sets the status output of the 
analyzer to “Malfunction“. It remains at “Malfunction“ until the information box is 
confirmed. Regardless of whether the messages have already been cleared or not.

 � 2 = The information box appears and can be confirmed. The status output of the 
analyzer continues to work with and without confirmation.
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11 Calibration

11.1 General

Depending on the configuration, the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 is equipped with the AutoCal 
automatic calibration function in addition to the manual calibration function ManuCal. To 
perform a calibration, you need a test gas with a known gas concentration. During the 
calibration of a sensor, the mA output which corresponds to the value of the gas concen-
tration in the applied test gas is displayed.

DANGER
Danger, hazardous gas!
Do not inhale!
Observe the labeling according to the operator risk assessment on 
the device/cabinet/container/system.

11.2 Special calibration requirements for the TCD

NOTICE

Follow the calibration sequence:  
1. zero gas  
2. span gas 
 
After each restart of the analyzer, calibrate the zero point before the 
span point. After a successfully performed zero gas calibration, the 
span point can be calibrated as often as required, even without a new 
zero adjustment. 
If the calibration sequence is not observed, the span point calibration 
will not be accepted. The warning message ".... WLD ... Read operating 
manual (0x4b00)" is generated in the event list. See also chapter '15.1 
Trouble shooting'.

11.3 M5/S1 Manual Calibration (ManuCal)

Note

Even with ManuCal, the solenoid valve actuators or solenoid valves 
that may be present switch.
This may make it necessary to use nitrogen as the zero gas at gas 
input W21 instead of ambient air, e.g. to be able to calibrate an 
oxygen sensor manually at the zero point.

 � Select your test gas and set calibration parameters

Start the manual calibration by selecting the test gas. Please choose between zero gas and 
end gas.
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Note Please don’t forget to use the scroll bar and select “Zero gas” or “Span 
gas”. An error message will open, when the test gas is not selected.

Fig. 75: Manual calibration (ManuCal)

1 Start button 2 Scroll bar to select test gas
3 Measuring range of calibration in brackets 4 Message box
5 Edit button 6 Test gas concentration
7 Calibration button M5 8 Max. calibration range

The measuring range in which the calibration is to be performed is shown in brackets next 
to the current measuring range. In Fig. 74, the current measuring range is “4” and the mea-
suring range of the calibration is “1”.

The test gas concentration, here “0”, is shown above the green arrow on the right hand-
side at the bottom of the screen. The green arrow is pointing at a calibration range of “-50 
to +50 ppm”. The value of the actual gas and the test gas concentration needs to be in this 
predefined measuring range.

To adjust the calibration range or test gas concentration, please tap on the edit button. 
The M4/S2 screen opens with the channel-specific parameter “3 = Calibration/Adjust-
ment”. Here you can enter the parameters of your test gas and change the calibration 
range.

7
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Fig. 76: Setting the channel-specific calibration parameters

Please set the values to meet your calibration requirements. After adjusting the parame-
ters, please tap on the Calibration button M5 to confirm your entries.

 � Example of a manual calibration procedure with span gas

Fig. 77: Manual calibration with span gas

Example: in Fig. 77 the test gas has a 20.97 vol% oxygen concentration.

Note

The concentration of the sample gas and the test gas must be within 
the maximum calibration range.
If you change the test gas concentration, you must adjust the 
maximum calibration range to the new test gas concentration. An 
error message appears if the test gas used does not fit within the 
maximum calibration range.

Please tap on the start button to initiate the manual calibration procedure.

This tap on the start button triggers the status relay R2, which is part of the IO2 hardware 
components (digital output port X31 I/O2: Cal. mode).
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Fig. 78: First step of the manual calibration procedure

The label on the start button changes to “1. Step” button. Observe the message in the 
message box and connect the test gas lines manually.

Note The test gas lines need to be manually connected and disconnected 
to the analyzer for calibration.

Please tap on “1. Step” button to confirm that the test gas is correctly connected. 

Fig. 79: Second step of the manual calibration procedure

The label on the start button changes to “2. Step” button. Now you have to wait until the 
measured value is stabilized. When the measured value on the screen displays a stable 
reading, please tap on the “2. Step” button. The label on the start button changes to “3. 
Step” button. 
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Fig. 80: Third step of the manual calibration procedure

Save the reading by tapping on the “3. Step” button.

Note

When calibrating channels with NDIR/NDUV/UVRAS measuring 
benches, a yellow LED appears next to the test gas selection wheel 
and the button label changes to “wait...”.
When this step is finished, the LED lights green and the button shows 
“Complete”.

The label on the start button changes to “Complete”.

Fig. 81: End of the manual calibration procedure

Note

To continue the manual calibration procedure with another test gas, 
please scroll to “Zero gas” or “Span gas”.
Manual calibration with “Zero gas” or “Span gas” can be repeated at 
any time.
Note the special calibration requirements when using the TCD.

With confirmation of “Complete” the status relay R2 is reset to IO2 (relay output connection 
X31 I/O2: Cal. mode), i.e. the signal calibration mode is cancelled.

After you tap on the “Complete” button the display immediately goes back to the start 
screen. Alternatively, the calibration can be continued with another test gas. Please use the 
selection wheel to do this. Repeating with zero or end gas can take place at any time, ex-
cept for the TCD.
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Fig. 82: Data logger screen with green calibration symbols

Calibration procedures are shown in the data logger M3/S1 screen. The green symbols 
indicate successfully completed calibrations, and red symbols failed calibration 
procedures.

 � Termination of a manual calibration procedure

Fig. 83: A terminated manual calibration procedure

A manual calibration procedure can be terminated before the measured values are con-
firmed and saved. To terminate the procedure, please scroll to the “-------” line. The label on 
the green button changes to “Abort”. Tap on the “Abort” button and the screen changes 
to the M2/S1 section.

You can also exit the calibration menu by tapping on another menu item. All terminated 
calibration processes are recorded in the event list M2/S3. An event list is shown in this 
manual on page 46 in Fig. 40.
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 � Errors during manual calibration procedure

Fig. 84: Manual calibration error

An error occurs during the manual calibration procedure, when the test gas has the wrong 
gas concentration or the actual value does not fit into the predefined measuring range of 
the gas concentration (calibration range limits).

The label on the green button changes to “Error” and the manual calibration procedure 
can not be completed.

In the example above, ambient air was used for the calibration procedure. The calibration 
range was predefined from -2.0 to +2.0 vol%. The oxygen concentration in ambient air 
does not fit into this predefined calibration range. The calibration procedure could not be 
completed.

Fig. 85: Datalogger screen with red calibration symbol

The data logger shows the failed calibration attempt with a red symbol. Tapping the red 
calibration symbol makes the screen in Fig. 86 appear.
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Fig. 86: Screen showing details about a single calibration procedure

A screen with detailed information about the failed calibration procedure opens. In this 
example it says that the measured value is too high. The measuring range needs to be 
adjusted to include the measured value. 

Note
Manual calibration with “Zero gas” or “Span gas” can be repeated at 
any time.
Note the special calibration requirements when using the TCD.

11.4 Automatic Calibration (AutoCal)

In addition to the manuall calibration (ManuCal) an automatic calibration (AutoCal) feature 
is available for single and multi channel multigas analyzers. 

Note AutoCal can only be set for one channel present in the device. 
Automatic calibration for several channels is not possible.

Follow these steps for automatic calibration. The numbers refer to Fig. 87:

 � 1: Activate AutoCal on the M4/S2 System Settings page. Enter the number of 
the selected channel for activation.
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Fig. 87: Activating AutoCal and entering parameters

1 Activating AutoCal procedure 2 Choose zero or span gas or both
3 Enter starting time for  AutoCal procedure 4 Select interval of the AutoCal procedure
5 Enter holding time of the solenoid valves 6 Select measuring range numbers

 � 2: Select the calibration gas. Zero gas (AutoZero calibration), span gas or span 
gas and zero gas.

 � 3: Select the starting hour of the first AutoCal interval, e.g. 11:00 a.m. of the 
currently running or upcoming day.

 � 4: Select the time between two AutoCal intervals, e.g. an automatic calibration 
should be performed every 24 hours. The automatic calibration always starts at 
the starting hour defined in 3.

 � 5: Set the holding time of the solenoid valves. By delaying the switching of the 
solenoid valves, gas paths of different lengths are compensated.

 � 6: Select the measuring range numbers for zero and/or span gas

Note
Due to the holding time of the solenoid valves, gas running times 
through supply lines of different lengths can be compensated. This 
ensures that the gases required for correct flow actually reach the 
sensor that is being calibrated.

5

1

4

2

3

6
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CAUTION

Note for AutoCal intervals with n > 24 hours
Select any hour with the start hour (in the example: start at hour n 
= 11). You can choose between n = 1 to 23. The AutoCal interval is 
set to 168 hours in the example. 
If you switch the analyzer off and then back on again on another 

day of the week (Tuesday in the example), the start and interval 
times are adjusted to the current time and current day of the week. 

The AutoCal interval restarts, previous values are discarded.  The 
automatic calibrations that belong to the AutoCal interval n=168 
hours are performed at 11:00. 
This applies as long as the analyzer is not restarted.

The digital output card “IOAC 0” is necessary for switching the AutoCal solenoid valves. In 
the diagnostics diagram M4/S1 (see also on page 64 chapter 'B = Diagnosis' ), a black 
symbol box represents the digital output card “IOAC 0”. In Fig. 88, IOAC 0 belongs to device 
channel K2.

Tapping the symbol box opens a switch field on the left side. This switch field can be used 
to test the switching outputs DO 1, 2, 3 (DO 4 is not used) and the relays R1, R2.

Fig. 88: Diagnostic diagram: Opening the output card “IOAC 0” of channel K2

Selected Start time: 11 a.m. on Friday
Waiting time until AutoCal starts: 1 hour

Current day of the week: Friday

Current time: 10:00 a.m.

Starting at n = 11 hours

Start time: 11 a.m. on Wednesday,
waiting time until AutoCal starts: 11 hours 25 minutes

Restarting the analyzer,
current day of the week: Tuesday

Current switch-on time: 11:35 p.m.

After restart:
starting at n = 11 hours
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Fig. 89: Diagnostic diagram: Opened output card for channel K2

11.4.1 AutoCal for external mounting of the solenoid valves

Usually, solenoid valves that are not part of the analyzer are used for switching between 
sample and test gas and for connecting zero and span gas. These solenoid valves are con-
trolled by the switching outputs of the analyzer.

When connecting the solenoid valves, observe the marking of the corresponding 
sockets.

Fig. 90: AutoCal extern. valves: zero and span gas via gas cylinder
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Fig. 91: AutoCal ext. valves:  zero gas via filter and pump, span gas via gas cylinder

Solenoid valves, suction filter and pump (if applicable) are mounted outside the analyzer. 
Y1 and Y2 are used to supply test gases.

11.4.2 AutoZero module (AZF)

The AutoZero module AZF1 enables the time-controlled zero point adjustment of any se-
lectable individual channel. Per device, no more than one AutoZero module can be in-
stalled. 
The configuration of the start time, the cycle time as well as the purge time is set and (de)
activated via parameters of the HMI software directly at the graphical user interface.

Fig. 92: AutoZero module (AZF)
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The AZF basic module is available in adapted versions for the three possible designs of the 
gas path in Viton, PTFE and stainless steel.

Solenoid valve Y7 connects the sample gas input and output during calibration, Y0 is used 
to supply zero gas.

The basic module can be extended by a zero gas pump ( part no. 08A2995). This pump 
can draw in ambient air which is used as zero gas, for example.

The optional sample gas pump in sample gas input W11 can be switched off. The M2/S2 
screen overview contains the button for switching the sample gas pump on and off. For 
details, see Fig. 23.

Fig. 93: AutoZero basic module with options

The AutoZero basic module can optionally be extended by a second 3/2 way valve (valve 
Y8, part no. 08A2994). Valve Y8 directs the calibration gas out of the unit through the sepa-
rate gas outlet W22.

Fig. 94: AutoZero basic module with 3/2 way valve Y8 (optionally)

Apart from automatic zero point adjustment, the AZF can also be used for automatic flush-
ing of sensors, e.g. in the electrochemical measurement of hydrogen sulfide.
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Note

In all cases of test gas application, care must be taken to ensure that 
no under- or overpressure builds up in the process gas flow during 
calibration, which could possibly lead to a pressure surge after 
switching back Y7 and damage sensitive components of the analyzer.

Test gases must always be fed in at a suitable minimum inlet pressure 
and the permissible flow range of approx. 30 to max. 120 Nl/h must 
be set and monitored using a needle valve and flow meter.

Note For a complete list of AutoZero variants and extensions see page 
98 chapter 'Options and spare parts list' .

11.4.3 Automatic zero gas calibration with AutoZero module

For automatic zero gas calibration with the AutoZero module, AutoCal must be activated 
and the AutoCal parameters must be set. Follow these steps in order to get started. The 
numbers refer to Fig. 95.

 � 1: Activate AutoCal on the M4/S2 System Settings page. Enter the number of 
the selected channel for activation.

 � 2: Select the calibration gas. Zero gas (AutoZero calibration), span gas or span 
gas and zero gas.

 � 3: Select the starting hour of the first AutoCal interval, e.g. 11:00 a.m. of the 
currently running or upcoming day.

 � 4: Select the time between two AutoCal intervals, e.g. an automatic calibration 
should be performed every 24 hours. The automatic calibration always starts at 
the starting hour defined in 3.

 � 5: Set the holding time of the solenoid valves. By delaying the switching of the 
solenoid valves, gas paths of different lengths are compensated.

 � 6: Select the measuring range numbers for zero and/or span gas

Note
Due to the holding time of the solenoid valves, gas running times 
through supply lines of different lengths can be compensated. This 
ensures that the gases required for correct flow actually reach the 
sensor that is being calibrated.
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Fig. 95: AutoZero: activate AutoCal procedure and select zero gas

1 Activating AutoCal procedure 2 Select zero gas
3 Enter starting time for  AutoCal procedure 4 Select interval of the AutoCal procedure
5 Enter holding time of the solenoid valves 6 Select measuring range numbers

11.4.4 AutoCal or AutoZero start without cycle setting

In menu M5/S1, the AutoCal procedure for the device channel nominated for auto-calibra-
tion can be triggered manually on the analyzer, provided an AutoCal interval has not alrea-
dy been activated at that moment for the set times.

Fig. 96: AutoCal-Start without setting an AutoCal interval

1 Start button 2 Select calibration type
3 Channel selection
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To do this, set selection wheel 3  to the nominated device channel, set selection wheel 2 
to AutoCal and then tap on the Start button 1. All valves for switching between sample 
and test gas(es) switch identically to the predefined time-controlled sequence..

Note When the zero point or span value is checked manually, the associa-
ted solenoid valves switch.

Note
If no valves are connected, the user must ensure that the correct test 
gas is supplied manually and fed via the correct gas inlet, usually via 
gas inlet W11.

The AutoCal function is not available for non-nominated device channels, marked with 
“-----”.

Fig. 97: AutoCal start without setting the interval: Channel selection

11.5 Setting the mA behaviour during calibration

For better integration of the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4  into external control processes, the 
behaviour of the mA outputs during a calibration process can be set for all instrument 
channels.

Three settings of the mA behaviour during calibration can be selected. The mA output 
follows the concentration of the applied test gases (setting 0), a previously defined substi-
tute mA value is connected to the output socket (setting 1) or the last mA value before 
calibration is frozen and permanently displayed (settings 2, 3 and 4).

Select the following settings in the ”Configuration mA during calibration“ parameter:

 � 0 = no change, mA value is displayed according to the applied gas concentra-
tions and selected measuring ranges, as shown in the measuring mode

 � 1 = the value stored in the parameter ”Substitute value mA during calibration“ 
is displayed. A separate value can be defined for each device channel.

 � 2 = Freezing and displaying the last mA value - only applies to manual 
calibration
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 � 3 = Freezing and displaying the last mA value - only applies to automatic 
calibration

 � 4 = Freezing and displaying the last mA value - applies to manual or automatic 
calibration

Fig. 98: mA setting: Page M4/S2, 3=Calibration/Adjustment 

11.6 Adjust pressure gauges and flow sensor

Pressure gauges and the flow sensor can be adjusted in the M5/S2 section. You can reach 
this section by tapping on the Calibration button and swiping left.

Note
For some channels it is not possible to adjust the pressure and flow 
sensors. The message “Adjustment not possible” will then appear on 
section M5/S2.

While this screen is open, the analyzer is still in operating mode.

Fig. 99: Adjust pressure gauges and flow sensor

1 Actual values 2 Temperature in °C
3 Pressure P-IN and P-OUT in mbar 4 Flow rate in l/h
5 Channel scroll bar 6 Set point values
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By tapping on the set point values, the pressure or flow rate can be adjusted. The actual 
values change to the new set points.

Note Please note that the temperature is fixed for some device configura-
tions and cannot be changed.

If there is no gas present in the analyzer, the pressure sensors P-IN and P-OUT can be cali-
brated using the barometric pressure. The pressure entered in the field for the set point 
value, in mbar, is used for both pressure sensors. 

The pressure sensors should be calibrated occasionally. Proceed as follows: 

 � Before calibration, remove all gas lines from the analyzer and, if present, switch 
off the sample gas pump on the M2/S2 screen overview (see Fig. 23 for details). 
The open gas connections ensure that no gas pressure can build up in the 
analyzer. This allows the pressure sensors to adapt to the ambient air.

 � Please use a pressure gauge to measure the current barometric pressure. Enter 
this value on page M5/S2 as the "setpoint" value for the P-IN pressure sensor. 
The pressure sensors are now calibrated.

 � Reconnect the gas lines to the analyzer and turn on the optional sample gas 
pump again on the M2/S2 screen overview.

Note
If you change the P-IN set point and don’t disconnect the gas 
connections, both P-IN and P-OUT will accept the same value. In this 
case the gas flow rate is set to zero and the flow measurement after 
this change will not reflect the true flow value.

The sample gas flow can be adjusted, when a preset gas flow is present. The correction 
factor for the flow rate can also be changed in the channel specific settings list (see page 
55 'Fig. 53 Channel-specific settings list')

After leaving the section M5/S2, the set points will adopt the actual values shown on the 
screen. If you open this section again, the actual values and the set points will have the 
same values.

11.7 Cross-sensitivity of coexisting gases

11.7.1 Cross-sensitivity of oxygen sensor (PMA)

Oxygen is a paramagnetic gas, which means that oxygen molecules are attracted into a 
strong magnetic field. This paramagnetic susceptibility distinguishes oxygen from most 
other gases.

The PMC (paramagnetic measuring cell) uses this paramagnetic characteristic to measure 
the concentration of oxygen in a gas mixture.
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Here are two examples of coexisting gases which have an effect on the accuracy of the 
oxygen concentration measurement.

 � Example 1

To determine the residual oxygen content of a 100 % carbon dioxide (CO2) inert gas atmo-
sphere at +20 °C [+68 °F], please take a look at the table in this chapter.

If the analyzer is calibrated at zero point with nitrogen the reading will show -0.27 %. Then 
due to the Cross-sensitivity of  CO2 at +20 °C [+68 °F] the analyzer shows a value of -0.27 %. 
This means, if you calibrate the analyzer with 100 % N2, the zero point needs to be set to 
+0.27 %. This zero point adjustment compensates the effect of CO2 in the measurement 
and 100 % CO2 show a reading of 0 %.

This is an example for a gas composition with CO2 and O2 only. To eliminate the cross-sen-
sitivity effects, we can simply use CO2 instead of N2 for the zero point adjustment.

 � Example 2:

To determine the oxygen content of a gas mixture at +20 °C [+68 °F], please take a look at 
the following values from the table.

C2H6 (Ethane) 1 vol%
O2 (Oxygen) 5 vol%
CO2 (Carbon dioxide) 40 vol%
N2 (Nitrogen) 54 vol% 

N2 will be used for the zero point adjustment. The cross-sensitivity values from the table 
are referring to 100 vol% of the corresponding gases.

To estimate the actual cross-sensitivity of the existing gases, the values need to be adjust-
ed to the real concentrations in the gas mixture.

In general the following formula is applicable:

Fig. 100: Formula to calculate the effects of coexisting gases

The adjusted concentration values of the gas mixture components have the following 
values:

C2H6 (Ethane) - 0.0045 vol%
CO2 (Carbon dioxide) - 0.1134 vol%
N2 (Nitrogen) 0.0000 vol% 
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The value of the sum of the cross-sensitivities is -0.1179 vol%. This value is needed to adjust 
the zero point. The zero point needs to be set to +0.1179 vol%.

Here, neglecting the cross-sensitivities would mean a relative error of approx. 2 %.

Note The cross-sensitivity values from the table are referring to 100 vol% of 
the corresponding gas at +20 °C [+68 °F] and +50 °C [+122 °F].

The following table shows the cross-sensitivity of the most important gases at +20 °C  
[+68 °F] and +50 °C [+122 °F]. All values are corresponding to a zero point calibration of 
100 vol% N2, and a limit point calibration of 100 vol% O2. The deviations apply in each case 
to 100 % by volume of the corresponding gas.

Gas Chemical formula + 20 °C [+68 °F] +50 °C [+122 °F]
Cross-sensitivity values

Argon Ar -0.23 -0.25

Acetylene C2H2 -0.26 -0.28

Acetone C3H6O -0.63 -0.69

Acetaldehyde C2H4O -0.31 -0.34

Ammonia NH3 -0.17 -0.19

Benzene C6H6 -1.24 -1.34

Bromine Br2 -1.78 -1.97

Butadiene C4H6 -0.85 -0.93

Isobutylene C4H8 -0.94 -1.06

n-butane C4H10 -1.10 -1.22

Chlorine Cl2 -0.83 -0.91

Hydrogen chloride HCl -0.31 -0.34

Dinitrogen oxide N2O -0.20 -0.22

Diacetylene C4H2 -1.09 -1.20

Ethane C2H6 -0.43 -0.47

Ethylene oxide C2H4O -0.54 -0.60

Ethylene C2H4 -0.20 -0.22

Ethylene glycol (CH2OH)2 -0.78 -0.88

Ethylbenzene C8H10 -1.89 -2.08

Hydrogen fluoride HF +0.12 +0.14

Furan C4H4O -0.90 -0.99

Helium He +0.29 +0.32

n-hexane C6H14 -1.78 -1.97

Krypton Kr -0.49 -0.54

Carbon monoxide CO -0.06 -0.07

Carbon dioxide CO2 -0.27 -0.29

Methane CH4 -0.16 -0.17
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Gas Chemical formula + 20 °C [+68 °F] +50 °C [+122 °F]
Cross-sensitivity values

Methylene chloride CH2Cl2 -1.00 -1.10

Neon Ne +0.16 +0.17

n-octane C8H18 -2.45 -2.70

Phenol C6H6O -1.40 -1.54

Propane C3H8 -0.77 -0.85

Propylene C3H6 -0.57 -0.62

Propylene oxide C3H6O -0.90 -1.00

Propylene chloride C3H7Cl -1.42 -1.44

Silane SiH4 -0.24 -0.27

Styrene C8H8 -1.63 -1.80

Nitrogen N2 0.00 0.00

Nitrogen monoxide NO +42.70 +43.00

Nitrogen dioxide NO2 +5.00 +16.00

Oxygen O2 +100.00 +100.00

Sulfur dioxide SO2 -0.18 -0.20

Sulfur hexafluoride SF6 -0.98 -1.05

Hydrogen sulfide H2S -0.41 -0.43

Toluene C7H8 -1.57 -1.73

Vinyl chloride C2H3Cl -0.68 -0.74

Vinyl fluoride C2H3F -0.49 -0.54

Water (steam) H2O -0.03 -0.03

Hydrogen H2 +0.23 +0.26

Xenon Xe -0.95 -1.02
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11.7.2 Cross-sensitivity of electrochemical oxygen sensor

This sensor shows a negligible cross-sensitivity < 20 ppm for most gases occurring in com-
bustion processes.

Electrochemical oxygen sensor
Cross-sensitivity

< 20 ppm O2 @

Carbon monoxide             

Carbon dioxide               

Propane

Benzol

Nitrogen monoxide

Hydrogen

Hydrogen sulphide

Sulphur dioxide

CO

CO2      

C3H8

NO

H2

H2S

SO2

100 vol%

100 vol%

100 vol%

 1 000 ppm

3 000 ppm

1 000 ppm

2 000 ppm

500 ppm

11.7.3 Cross-sensitivity of thermal conductivity detector (TCD)

Please contact M&C for further information.

11.7.4 Cross-sensitivity of  NDIR/NDUV photometer

In the field of application of NDUV measurements, there are advantageously no cross-sen-
sitivities to water vapor.

There are gases that can influence or interfere with the measurement in the infrared or 
ultraviolet spectral range. Depending on the selected measurement bench, the gases to 
be measured and the composition of the background gas in a specific application, we 
perform an individual check for cross-sensitivities. Therefore, please specify the gas matrix 
as precisely as possible in the questionnaire.

In the case of multiple measurement banks, the measurement components are internally 
compensated against each other if necessary.

The internal compensation for multiple measuring benches depends on the application.
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12 Service and maintenance

Before starting any service or maintenance work, please make sure that any work 
done on the analyzer is in compliance with all relevant regulations and standards.

Qualified 
personnel

Service and maintenance work is to be carried out exclusively by M&C 
or your authorized M&C distributor.

DANGER

Danger, hazardous gas!
Do not inhale!
Observe the labeling according to the operator risk assessment on 
the device/cabinet/container/system.
It is recommended to purge the analyzer with dry, clean inert gas or 
air before opening.

High 
Voltage! 

Disconnect power supply before opening the device for access.
Make sure that all external power supplies are disconnected.

WARNING

Rack version mains supply cord with inadequate ratings.
Fire hazard.
Only use mains supply cord with 3 x 1.5 mm2 wires and 3-pin IEC 
plug on one side and a Schuko plug on the other side.

Make sure to follow the proper precautions by working on unplugged or low-voltage de-
vices. Unplugged devices need to be properly grounded to prevent damage to internal 
electronics from electrostatic discharges (ESD).

 � In case of an error, please check if the conditioning of the sample gas, before 
the gas enters the analyzer, is in good working condition.

 � Make sure that there are no leaks in the sample gas lines. Check all gas fittings 
if they are connected correctly.

 � To ensure a long analyzer lifetime and accurate operation use only original 
spare parts and consumables from M&C.
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12.1 Cleaning and decontamination

WARNING
Aggressive sample gas possible!
Media residues in tubing!
Chemical burns caused by aggressive media possible! 
Wear protective clothing and glasses!

Note

When sending the device to M&C customer service for repair, please 
indicate the gas composition of the gas measured.
For this purpose, use the form on our homepage at https://www.
mc-techgroup.com/en/service-support/return-of-products.

Before shipping the analyzer, remove hazardous or aggressive 
contaminations from all parts of the device!

12.2 Recommended maintenance work

The routine maintenance work is only limited to monitoring the zero point or limit point, 
and if necessary, calibrating these values.

The intervals between servicing are dependent on the process and system conditions in 
your facility.

The facility QA/QC plan should address the frequency for maintenance and should be 
updated based on your operations and analyzer functionality.
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13 Options and spare parts list

Options for tubing made of Viton®/PTFE: Front mounting filter
Type Description Part No.
GenX Frontfilter 
FPF+

GenTwo add-on FPF+ front-panel mounted filter 08A2950

Filter elements for front mounting filter FPF+
F-2T Filter element type F-2T, length: 75 mm, material: PTFE, pore 

size: 2 μm
90F0002

F-20T Filter element type F-20T, length: 75 mm, material: PTFE, 
pore size: 20 μm

90F0004

F-50T Filter element type F-50T, length: 75 mm, material: PTFE, 
pore size: 50 μm

90F0003

F-3G Filter element type F-3G, length: 75 mm, material: glass, 
pore size: 3 μm

90F0005

F-2GF Filter element type F-2GF, length: 75 mm, material: glass 
fiber, pore size: 2 μm, packs of 25 pieces

90F0011

F-0,1GF Filter element type F-0,1GF, length: 64 mm, material: glass 
fiber, pore size: 0.1 μm, 2 x adapter rings Part-No. 93S0050 
are needed to mount the filter element

90F0016

F-0,05SIC Filter element type F-0,05SIC, length: 75 mm, material: 
ceramic, pore size: 0.05 μm.

90F0550

F-2K Filter element type F-2K, length: 75 mm, material: ceramic, 
pore size: 2 μm

90F0006

F-20K Filter element type F-20K, length: 75 mm, material: ceramic, 
pore size: 20 μm

90F0007

F-3SS Filter element type F-3SS. length: 75 mm, material: SS 316L, 
pore size: 3 μm

90F0008

F-20SS Filter element type F-20SS. length: 75 mm, material: SS 316L, 
pore size: 20 μm

90F0010

FW-1 Filter wool holder element FW-1 for universal filters, without 
filling, material: SS 316Ti

90F0115

FW-2 Filter wool holder element FW-2 for universal filters, without 
filling, material: PVDF

90F0117

Glass wool Special glass wool, resistant to high temperature for filter 
wool holder element FW. Content: 1,000 g

93S2083

Adapter ring for 
F-0,1GF

Adapter ring for filter element F-0,1GF and F-2GF. material: 
PTFE (1 piece)
2 x adapter rings Part-No. 93S0050 are needed to mount 
the filter element F-0,1GF

93S0050

Option for tubing made of Viton®/PTFE: Flow meter
Type Description Part No.
GenX FM40
Front

Option: flowmeter type FM-40/70 for panel mounting, with 
needle valve. Measuring range: 7 to 70 Nl/h, medium: air,  
connection: DN 4/6, material: PVDF, Viton®, glass

08A2660
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Options for 19"-rack housing: Telescopic slides
Type Description Part No.
US-version:  Set of 
telescopic slides 
for 19"-Rack

Allows the analyzer enclosure to be completely extended 
from the 19" rack. Kit for retrofitting to enclosure and rack. 
Telescopic slide type:  GeneralDevices C-300-S-124 
 Incl. mounting adapter and mounting material

98A2500

European-version: 
Set of telescopic 
slides for 19"-Rack

Allows the analyzer enclosure to be completely extended 
from the 19" rack. Kit for retrofitting to enclosure and rack. 
Telescopic slide type: Rittal RP 3659.180 Incl. mounting 
adapter and mounting material

98A2550

Options for internal tubing with different material*
Type Description Part No.
GenX first gas path for 19" 
housing VI

Viton® tubing of the first gas path with gas connec-
tion G 1/4" f for 19" rack-mount housing.

08A2760

GenX first gas path for 19" 
housing PT

PTFE tubing of the first gas path with gas connecti-
on G 1/4" f for 19" rack-mount  housing.

08A2770

GenX first gas path for 19" 
housing SS

Stainless steel tubing of first gas path with gas 
connection 1/8" NPT f for 19" rack-mount housing.

08A2780

GenX first gas path for 
wall housing VI

Viton® tubing of the first gas path with gas connec-
tion G 1/4" f for wall-mount  housing.

08A2790

GenX first gas path for 
wall housing PT

PTFE tubing of the first gas path with gas connecti-
on G 1/4" f for wall-mount housing.

08A2800

GenX first gas path for 
wall housing SS

Stainless steel tubing of the first gas path with gas 
connection 1/8" NPT f for wall-mount housing. 

08A2810

GenX additional gas path 
VI

Additional gas path with Viton® tubing and gas 
connection G 1/4" f.

08A2820

GenX additional gas path 
PT

Additional gas path with PTFE tubing and gas 
connection G 1/4" f.

08A2830

GenX additional gas path 
SS

Additional gas path with stainless steel tubing and 
gas connection 1/8" NPT f. 

08A2840

*All internal tubing listed Include a GenXFlow module for recording the process pressure, 
compensating measurement signals and calculating the gas flow rate, incl. option to con-
nect and control a gas sample pump

Options: AutoZero basic modules and upgrades
Type Description Part No.
GenX AutoZero 
basic module 
AZF1 VI

AutoZero base module AZF1 for automatic zero calibra-
tion, for integration into gas paths with Viton® tubing.

08A2991

GenX AutoZero 
basic module 
AZF1 PT

AutoZero base module AZF1 for automatic zero calibra-
tion, for integration into gas paths with PTFE tubing.

08A2992

GenX AutoZero 
basic module 
AZF1 SS

AutoZero base module AZF1 for automatic zero calibra-
tion, for integration into gas paths with stainless steel 
tubing.

08A2993
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Options: AutoZero basic modules and upgrades
GenX valve Y8 
with cal. gas OUT 
for AZF1

Additional 3/2-way valve Y8 to upgrade the AutoZero 
base module AZF1 incl. separate outlet for the calibrati-
on gas

08A2994

GenX zero gas 
pump SC-57L for 
AZF1

SC-57L zero gas pump to upgrade the AutoZero base 
module AZF1. The pump is used to convey ambient air 
as zero gas.

08A2995

Option: external interface for AutoCal
Type Description Part No.
GenX interface 
for ext. AutoCal

Digital output card for controlling an external calibration 
device with three potential-free changeover contacts (1x 
sample/test gas, 1x zero gas, 1x span gas), max. 3 A at 
250 V AC or 3 A at 30 V DC

08A2991

The replacement interval for spare parts and consumables depends on the specific oper-
ating condition of the analyzer. 

The product label with the serial number is located on the back of the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4. 
Please refer to this serial number if you need to order spare parts or consumables.

Spare parts: Fuses
Type Description Part No.
Fuse TR5 50mA T       
LFC

Type TR5, current 50 mA, Protection type: time 
delay

S10012

Fuse TR5 200mA T Type TR5, current  200 mA, Protection type: time 
delay

S10009

Fuse TR5 500mA T Type TR5, current 500 mA, Protection type: time 
delay

S10015

Fuse TR5 1A T Type TR5, current 1 A, Protection type: time delay S10011

Fuse  TR5 2A T Type TR5, current 2 A, Protection type: time delay S10021

Spare parts for 19"-rack housing
Type Description Part No.
Device feet (rubber) Set with 4 pieces of device feet (rubber) MM0090

Mounting bracket Mounting bracket GH4G2.2/08

Handle for 
19"-mounting 
bracket

Handle for 19"-mounting bracket GH4SCC-S/10
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14 Risk assessment

The risk assessment provided in this chapter is intended for all work activities on the prod-
uct. The hazards can occur in the work steps of assembly, commissioning, maintenance, 
disassembly and in the event of a product fault. During normal operation, the product is 
protected by a system cabinet or appropriate covers.

Only qualified personnel is permitted to perform the work. The following minimum 
knowledge is required for the work:

 � Employee instruction provided in process engineering
 � Employee instruction provided in electrical engineering
 � Detailed knowledge of the instruction manual and the applicable safety 

regulations
The product complies with the current regulations according to state-of-the-art science 
and technology.

Nevertheless, not all sources of danger can be eliminated while observing technical pro-
tective measures. Therefore, the following risk assessment and the description of exposure 
hazards refer to the work steps mentioned above.
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Fig. 101: Overview risk assessment

Aggressive 
condensate 
possible

Risik rank - group A

Chemical burns due to aggressive media possible!
This applies to all liquids in vessels and in the product.
In general, for electrical and mechanical work on the product, wear 
personal protective equipment (PPE) in accordance with the risk 
assessment.

Risk rank or
required
performance level Risk value

Starting
point

Severity of injury:
S1 = 1 = minor (reversible injury)
S2 = 2 = serious (irreversible injury, death)

Frequency and duration:
F1 = 1 = infrequent or short exposure to hazard
F2 = 2 = frequent (more than once per hour/shift)

Possibility of preventing or limiting the damage:
P1 = 1 = possible
P2 = 2 = hardly possible

Low risk

High risk
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Caution hot 
surfaces

Risik rank - group A

The temperature inside the product can be higher than > 60 °C.
The hot parts are shielded by mechanical devices. Before opening the 
products, they must be disconnected from the power supply and a 
cooling time of more than > 20 minutes must be observed. In 
general, for electrical and mechanical work on the product, wear 
personal protective equipment (PPE) in accordance with the risk 
assessment.

Caution 
electric 
shock

Risikrank - group C

When installing high-power systems with nominal voltages of up to 
1000 V, the requirements of VDE 0100 and their relevant standards 
and regulations must be observed! 
This also applies to any connected alarm and control circuits. Before 
opening the products, they must always be disconnected from the 
power supply.

Gas hazard

Risik rank - group A-B-C

The hazard potential mainly depends on the gas to be extracted.
If toxic gases, oxygen displacing or explosive gases are conveyed with 
the product, an additional risk assessment by the operator is 
mandatory.
In principle, the gas paths must be purged with inert gas or air before 
opening the gas-carrying parts.
The escape of potentially harmful gas from the open process connec-
tions must be prevented.
The relevant safety regulations must be observed for the media to be 
conveyed. If necessary, flush the gas-carrying parts with a suitable 
inert gas. In the event of a gas leakage, the product may only be 
opened with suitable PPE or with a monitoring system.
Furthermore, the work safety regulations of the operator must be 
observed.

Caution 
crushing 
hazard

Risik rank - group A

The work must be performed by trained personnel only.
This applies to products weighing less than < 40 kg [≈ 88.2 lbs]:
The product can be transported by 1 to 2 person(s). The instructions 
for appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) must be 
observed. 
The weight specifications are contained in the technical data of this 
product.
Furthermore, the work safety regulations of the operator must be 
observed.
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15 Appendix

15.1 Trouble shooting

For a number of possible device or operator errors, warning or error messages are genera-
ted in the analyzer's event list. 

Overview error codes
Error/Warning Cause Solution
…. TCD …  read manual 
(0x4b00)

No valid zero point calibrati-
on provided          

After each restart, first 
calibrate zero point, then 
end point

For easy access to information, please look at the technical documentation in section M6/
S1. You will reach this screen by tapping on the Help button.

Do you need 
help? Please contact M&C, if you need help with trouble shooting!

15.2 AK protocol

This communication protocol is an excerpt from the document ”GenTwo® AK Protocol 
Description”, Version 1.00.00, software version 1.00.010.

Note The AK protocol description is available as a separate document.
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15.3 Modbus protocol

This communication protocol is an excerpt from the document ”GenTwo® Modbus Proto-
col Description with Applications”, Version 1.00.00, software version 2.00.100.

Note The Modbus protocol description with applications is available as a 
separate document.
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15.4 Additional Information

More information about the analyzer can be found on our website:

www.mc-techgroup.com

15.5 Declaration of conformity

CE - Certification

The GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 complies with the following EU directives:

EMC directives

The GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 complies with the EC directive 2014/30/EU “Electromagnetic 
compatibility”. 

Low Voltage Directive

The GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 meets the requirements of the Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/
EU.

To ensure the compliance with this EC directive, the GenTwo® Multigas V2.4 conforms to 
the DIN EN 61010 standard. 

Declaration of conformity 

The EU Declaration of conformity can be downloaded from the M&C website or directly 
requested from M&C.

15.6 Certificates

Certificates are available on our website:

www.mc-techgroup.com

15.7 Warranty

In case of a device failure, please contact M&C immediately or your authorized M&C dis-
tributor. We have a warranty period of 12 months from the delivery date. The warranty 
covers only appropriately used products and does not cover the consumable parts. Please 
find the complete warranty conditions in our terms and conditions.

The warranty includes a free-of-charge repair at a M&C facility or the free replacement of 
the device. If you return a device to M&C, please be sure that it is properly packaged and 
shipped with protective packaging. The repaired or replaced device will be shipped free 
of delivery charges to the point of use.

For more information about shipping and handling of returned devices, please see page 
118 '15.10 Shipping and handling'.

Beispiel-verweis:

 � Entnahmerohre Serie SP, Dokument:  2.14 und 2.15

 � Vorfilter Serie SP, Dokument:   2.17

BIS HIER PRODUKTBEZOGEN

AB HIER ALLGEMEIN
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15.8 Liability and disclaimer

This instruction manual is an original M&C document. It does not claim to be complete 
and it may be subject to technical modifications. We are not responsible for any printing 
errors or errors in the content of the manual. Please be assured that precautions have been 
taken to prevent errors in our product documentation to provide you with the best possi-
ble and accurate information.

Liabilities for indirect and direct damages that are related to the delivery or the usage of 
this instruction manual are excluded. We are not liable for the content of translations from 
sources which are not authorized by M&C.

Copy of this document or of its content is not allowed without explicit approval of M&C.

With the release of this version all older instruction manual versions will no longer be valid.

M&C© is a registered trademark of M&C TechGroup Germany GmbH.

15.9 Storage

CAUTION
Wall-mount housing: Heavy device!
Risk of injury when handling heavy equipment.
Do not lift, move or carry the device without help. A second person is 
required to lift, move or carry the device.

If you plan to store your M&C product before installing and operating, please follow these 
storage recommendations. Make sure that the device is stored in a protected, dry and well 
ventilated area. Please cover the device with an appropriate cover to protect it from dirt 
and liquids.

If you have any questions about proper storage of your M&C products, please feel free to 
contact us.
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15.10 Shipping and handling

CAUTION
Wall-mount housing: Heavy device!
Risk of injury when handling heavy equipment.
Do not lift, move or carry the device without help. A second person is 
required to lift, move or carry the device.

If you need to ship your M&C product to another department inside your company or 
back to M&C, please follow these shipping and handling recommendations.

Please ship the device in its original packaging. This is the best way to protect the device. 
If the original packaging is not available any more, please use a sturdy cardboard box with 
enough packaging material to protect the device from damages during shipping.

If you send your M&C product in for maintenance work at our M&C facility, please send the 
properly packaged device to the M&C TechGroup address in the USA or Germany as 
needed.

15.11 Proper disposal of the device

At the end of the life cycle of our products, it is important to take care of the appropriate 
disposal of obsolete electrical and non-electrical devices. To help protect our environ-
ment, please follow the rules and regulations of your country regarding recycling and 
waste management.
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16  About us

16.1 M&C‘s group of companies

The M&C group of companies with its German headquarter and world wide market activ-
ities, has earned the reputation as one of the well-known and strongest partners in the 
market.

Our company, our products, special systems and overall services are well established in the 
market. We continuously belong to the best of the best of our industry. This makes us very 
proud. Our core competences are to find qualified solutions for even the most complex 
and demanding measuring tasks. We are developing answers to solve the technical de-
mands of the future. With our focus on premium services, we are reliable, innovative and 
an overall cost effective market partner worldwide.

To learn more about M&C, please visit our website:

www.mc-techgroup.com

For even quicker access, please use our QR-code:
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16.2 The quality-oriented M&C catalog

M&C offers national and international services, project planning and construction of spe-
cial systems with a wide range of products. Our catalog covers a large variety of high 
quality products with in-depth knowledge of various customer applications. Our product 
excellence and innovative solutions continues to make M&C a world class company.

You can find the following product groups in our catalog. The combination of products 
from these groups offers a complete solution for most industrial needs. We develop, man-
ufacture and test our products in accordance with a wide range of national and interna-
tional standards.

Probes Cooler Filter

Comprehensive range of probes with 
a large spectrum of available options 
for an almost unlimited range of 
applications. 
Different materials available 
(Hastelloy, Titan, PTFE etc.)

Optimised gas and condensate sep-
aration, low maintenance and self 
monitoring.
Compact design for wall mounting 
or 19" rack.

Suitable for all processes, due to the 
modular and user-specific configu-
ration possibilities of the filter com-
ponents.
Filter enclosures available in glass, 
stainless steel, PVDF, PTFE or in differ-
ent metal combinations.

Portable components Compact systems Oxygen analyzer

Developed for high quality gas analy-
sis at different locations.

Compact standard systems designed 
for a 19" enclosure or a plate struc-
ture.

A broad variety of products with high 
measuring accuracy. 
Direct measuring is based on par-
amagnetic measuring principle 
(dumbbell-type).
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16.3 Technical consulting services

M&C has earned a reputation as one of the most capable and experienced companies in 
the world, especially when it comes to difficult or complex measurement projects. We are 
proud that our customers have confidence in our products and continue to experience 
repeat business.

We also offer technical consulting for our components, devices and complete systems. We 
support our customers in finding individual solutions for their specific measuring tasks.

These individual solutions lead to new concepts of designing and building custom-made 
devices or complete systems. The dedication and commitment to finding solutions to the 
most complex and challenging tasks for our customers sets us apart from our 
competitors.

We have custom-made application experiences in many different fields worldwide. With 
this experience we are able to support our customers by seeking and finding errors, trou-
ble shooting during day-to-day operation or identifying hard to find interferences.

16.3.1 Ideas, suggestions and feedback

All our activities are designed to meet and exceed the demands of the market and the 
specific interests of our customers. That‘s why M&C is very interested in developing prod-
ucts, processes and services which are in demand and up to date.

This means that your feedback, ideas and suggestions are very important to us.

Please let us know what kind of new improvements and innovations you would like to see 
at M&C. Tell us, what you like about M&C and what needs improvement.

Please send us an email or feel free to just call us ...

We appreciate your comments.
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Your contact to M&C in Germany and the USA

M&C TechGroup Germany GmbH

Rehhecke 79, 40885 Ratingen

 � Service & repair phone:   +49 2102 935 - 888

 � Service & repair e-mail:   service@mc-techgroup.com

M&C TechGroup NorthAmerica

6019 Olivas Park Drive, Suite G

Ventura CA 93003

 � Phone:   +1 805 654 6970

 � E-mail:   info-usa@mc-techgroup.com

Your M&C contacts world-wide

A detailed overview of our worldwide contacts can be found here:

http://www.mc-techgroup.com/en/contact
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